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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The American society will continue to experience an increasing
rate of change. Many of these changes will have important implications for, and will necessitate changes in education. There
is urgent need to attempt to anticipate the changes that are likely
to occur in society during the next ten to fifteen years, to understand their implications for education, and to plan for adjustments
that will be necessary to meet emerging needs [Morphet, 1967, p. 1].

Lack of qualified personnel, wasted resources, increased complexity, uncontrolled direction, and skyrocketing costs are just a

sample of the problems we encounter when changes are unanticipated and
unplanned.

The areas of science and technology attest to the problems

encountered in an unplanned future, and indications are that educational
institutions are presently heading in the same direction.

Educational

planners and policy makers at all levels seem unequipped to help the
schools move rationally and purposefully into the unknown future.
In an attempt to anticipate alternative futures so that long-

range contingency plans may be made in all areas from education to the

military, several groups across the nation are presently in the process
of developing forecasting methodologies and related materials.

The

Institute for the Future, the Rand Corporation, the World Future Society,
and the Commission on the Year 2000 are just a few of the groups and

organizations considering the future educational policy.
leaders in the field:

Two groups are

the Educational Policy Research Center (EPRC) at

Syracuse University and the Stanford Research Institute at Palo Altc.

.
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A variety of methodologies have been developed by the aforementioned and other groups in an attempt to put forecasting on a more
accurate and less subjective foundation.
a)

the construction of coherent scenarios of the future, b) contextual

mapping,
e)

Among these methods are:

c)

the Delphi method, d) the cross-impact matrix method, and

system forecasting (Ziegler, 1970, p. 11).

This study will attempt

to use one of the methodologies mentioned here to begin providing the

type of information needed by long-range planners in education.

The

study will be concerned with possible future roles of educators as seen
by teachers, administrators, and school board members.

It is hoped

that with this type of information, educators will begin to move ra-

tionally and purposefully toward planning for a well-formulated educational system in the evermore complex society that is surely awaiting
us

The Delphi technique will be used to gather and refine the data
for this study.

Delphi was selected for several reasons.

First, it

provides a format that is able to bring the diverse opinions of many
individuals into a common focus.

Second, the technique allows partici-

pants to interact in a controlled manner even though they are great

distances apart geographically.

Third, the feedback provided oy Delphi

requires little or no sophisticated interpretation and can easily be

applied to educational planning situations.
but
A complete explanation of Delphi will be given later,
and refining
briefly, the Delphi technique is a method of soliciting

group opinion through the use of successive questionnaires.

The tech-

at the Rand Cornique, developed by Olaf Helmer and his colleagues

poration in the early 1950'

s,

organizes diverse expert opinion on future

1
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events.

Research has shown that use of the technique provides more

accurate forecasts than the conventional face-to-face methods.
The technique has three basic identifying characteristics:
a)

It is an anonymous process,

thus eliminating the opportunity for

dominant individuals to influence the opinions of other participants.
b) Interaction among participants is carried on through a series of

three or four questionnaires.

Each stage of the questioning process

builds upon information from the previous questionnaires, and participants are asked to make further judgements based upon this information.
c)

The final group opinion is represented by the median response, thus,

equally representing the opinions of all the participants in the survey.
In cooperation with the Institute for the Future,

the EPRC at

Syracuse has been using Delphi and variations of it as it focuses on
future educational policy.

The following statement by Weaver (1970)

generally summarizes the attitudes individuals at EPRC have regarding
the Delphi technique, and indicates the direction in which the center
is

moving with regard to the method:

Although Delphi was originally intended as a forecasting tool,
its more promising educational application seems to be in the
a) a method for studying the process of
following areas:
thinking about the future, b) a pedagogical tool or teaching tool
which forces people to think about the future in a more complex
way than they ordinarily would, and c) a planning tool which may
aid in probing priorities held by members and constituencies of
an organization [p. 46].
It is the intent of this study to place an emphasis on the

possible usefulness of Delphi as a tool to aid in probing the expectaroles.
tions and priorities held by educators concerning future educator

1

See Dalkey (1969) and Campbell (1966).

.
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Purpose of the Study
This study will attempt to provide educational planners and

policy makers with a body of information on future educator roles as

perceived by practitioners in the field:
The study will:
a.

Generate a list of anticipated roles perceived to be
emerging for educators within the next thirty years,
focusing primarily on an expansion of the present concept
of "teacher",

b.

Ascertain what events might cause such roles to emerge,

c.

Project the value of the anticipated roles,

d.

Assess the probable date of emergence for the roles identified,

e.

Identify the differences in perceptions among Delphi panel

members drawn from school board members, teachers, and administrators, and
f.

Compare results of the present Delphi survey and the results
of a contextual mapping study already completed on the same

topic

Importance of the Study
A logical and systematic approach to planning for our educational
from the
future is needed if we are going to begin to remove education

mire of waste and ineffectiveness in which it now is caught.

This type

information concerning
of planning will require accurate and complete
opinions of those
the needs, expectations, goals, perceptions, and

within the system.

of
This study is an attempt to add to the store

5

knowledge necessary for such planning, by looking at the perceptions of
a group of teachers,

administrators, and board members as they consider

the future roles of educators.

The study is not intended to be an an-

swer to the many planning problems now faced, but instead, is designed
to provide a limited amount of information concerning educator percep-

tions of future roles.

Ziegler (1970) suggests that "our speculations about the future

represent more than an attempt to project into the future our knowledge of the past; they also represent a declaration of our intentions
(or desires) as to what the future might become ... that is, many alter-

native possibilities."

He further states that "...we should develop

more systematic methods for formulating these possible future states of
affairs in order to become better acquainted with the content of our

imaginations and to more clearly define the choices before us

(p.

9)."

The present study will attempt to implement Ziegler’s suggestions.
The information uncovered by this study will be valuable to
the long-range planning process in several ways.

Planners and policy

makers will have information on the types of future roles educators see
as important as well as background on the events perceived as causing

the roles to occur.

With this information planners can begin to com-

pare educators’ perceptions with the thoughts of people more specialized
in the area of forecasting.

As an example, a study such as this one may

reveal that educators see no likelihood of roles emerging that will in-

volve instruction for leisure time activities.

If this information

forewere compared with the large amounts of leisure time predicted by

look at
casting specialists, it would signal the need for a long, hard

our school systems’ present and future goals.

6

Projecting the importance or value of each role will indicate
areas where intervention might profitably be considered.

This inter-

vention could possibly occur in situations where the future role is
seen as very valuable, but the role is not forecast to occur until a

very late date.
could,

If this were the case, planners and policy makers

for the benefit of all concerned,

encourage the role to emerge

prior to the anticipated date.

Comparing the results of this study with those of a contextual

mapping study will likely result in some duplication of roles.

This

duplication will be valuable because it will provide a set of prospective roles that have been confirmed using two approaches.

Information

of this type can be used with much more confidence than that which is

gained from only one source.
To become effective long-range planners, those in education must

begin to expand their repertoire of forecasting tools.

The basic and

almost singular approach used in educational planning to this point has

been the extrapolation of past and present trends.

The limitations of

using this one method have long been evident, and this Delphi study,

along with those studies of a similar nature done by Anderson (1970)
and Cyphret and Gant (1970)

(detailed later)

,

will begin to form a basis

for the further exploration and use of forecasting and long-range plan-

ning methodologies in education.

Outline of the Study
which to
The study will use the Delphi technique as a tool with

anticipate future roles of educators.

Four sets of questionnaires will

school districts across
be sent to forty-five participants in selected
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the country.

Participants will be grouped into three categories:

teachers, administrators, and school board members.

Each group will

be comprised of fifteen participants.

The first questionnaire sent to participants will be designed
to generate a list of roles for educators anticipated to emerge within

the next thirty years.

In this first questionnaire, participants will

give a brief description of each role they suggest and explain what future events may cause the role to emerge.
the basis for later rounds of the study.

These roles will be used as

Subsequent questionnaires

will be designed to narrow the range of opinion on the date each role

may emerge, the value of the role, and the consequence of each role
emerging.

The data collected from this study will be analyzed in serveral
ways.

The investigator will consider:

a)

the kind and number of roles

suggested by each sample group, b) the median date of occurrence for
each role by group, c) the relationships among median dates across group
lines, d) the roles emerging from similar events, e) the roles which

were generated in the first round but were not expected to emerge prior
to the year 2000,

and f) the value of each role as seen by the indi-

vidual sample groups.

In addition to the analyses mentioned here, the

study will be compared to a contextual mapping study already completed
on the same topic (Rosove, 1968).

The quantity and similarity of roles

as well as the events influencing each role will be compared.

In this chapter, the investigator has briefly outlined the need

for more comprehensive educational planning, considered a tool that may

help gather some of the information needed, and discussed the purpose
and importance of a study which will shed some light on anticipated

8

roles of future educators as seen through the eyes of
practitioners in
the field.

Chapter Two will review the literature in the field of

forecasting and long-range planning in general, and then will consider
Delphi studies and the Delphi methodology as it relates specifically to
this study.

Chapter Three will review the design of the study and the

Delphi questionnaires, outline the data analysis, describe the selection
of participants, and discuss the study’s limitations.

A discussion and

analysis of the results will occur in Chapter Four, and conclusions,

implications, and recommendations will appear in Chapter Five.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature will be divided into four sections,

beginning with a look at various futures work of a general nature being
conducted by various individuals and organizations interested in global
or national forecasting.

This first section is designed to give the

reader an idea of the interest that futures work has generated within
the past few years and an explanation of why forecasting is being taken
so seriously by planners and policy makers.

The second section focuses

more specifically on the variety of futures work being done in the
field of education and provides insight into the forecasting and longrange planning approaches presently being used.

Section Three deals

with forecasting studies in education that have used the Delphi technique.

Since this study will use the Delphi technique, a review of the

limited number of Delphi studies conducted in education will be included.

A review of the Delphi methodology will be presented in the final section, along with background information on the validating research and

limitations of the method.

Global and National Futures Work

A number of organizations all over the world have recently been
established to deal seriously and consistently with problems of the
future.

The "Prospectives" group led by Gaston Berger and the "Fu-

turibles" project with Bertrand de Jourvenel as its leader, are located
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in France.

The Social Science Research Council of England has

established a "Committee on the Next Thirty Years."

Several groups

dealing with a wide range of futures work are located in the United
States.

The Institute for the Future headed by Olaf Helmer is one of

the more recently established groups dealing in broad terns with the

Early work in forecasting methodology was begun and is still

future.

being conducted by the Rand Corporation and the Hudson Institute.

"Re-

sources for the Future," an organization set up by the Ford Foundation
to study future needs, indicates that the desirability of forecasting

and better planning is being recognized by the private institutions as

well as publicly supported groups.

The American Academy of Arts and

Sciences has created the "Commission on the Year 2000."

Its chairman,

Daniel Bell (1969), describes the commission’s purpose as "an effort to
indicate now the future consequences of present public-policy decisions,
to anticipate future problems,

solutions

[p.

1]."

and to begin the design of alternative

This brief list includes only the most well-known

groups dealing with broad areas of future concern; later the investiO

gator will discuss those groups dealing specifically with education.

Michael (1968) gives three reasons for taking forecasting
seriously.

2

All three derive from the assumption that present acts will

For further information on forecasting institutes and related
organizations see Erick Jantsch, Technological Forecasting in PerspecOrganization for Economic Co-Operation and Development
tive (Paris:
For a current listing of American re(OECD)
1967, Annex A and B.
searchers, see John McHale, Typological Survey of Futures Research in
State University of New York, Center for Intethe U. S , Binghamton:
June,
103 pp., mimeo.
Studies,
1970,
grative
,

.
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more or less determine the future.

Regarding the value of forecasting,

he writes:
In the first place, some of the forecasts are likely to be close
to the mark; if we attend to them, we at least reduce the chances
of being taken unawares by the future.
In the second place, if we
take some forecasts seriously, they provide a better basis than no
forecasts for generating the conditions for self-fulfilling
prophecies.
That is, defining reality thus and so often leads to
acting in ways that in fact make it so.
In the third place, welldone forecasts help us pay more attention to the many factors that
interact to produce the present and, from it, the future. As such,
long-range forecasts should help us become more sophisticated about
which factors in the situation may determine what alternatives there
may be, and about the consequences of pursuing some alternatives
rather than others. Thus, we can plan better [p. 11].

The methods used to forecast the future are varied.
(1967, pp.

Beckwith

9-12) briefly outlines twelve methods of scientific pre-

diction of social trends.

The methods deal basically with the extrapo-

lation of past trends and are most helpful when making broad and

generalized forecasts.

Kahn and Wiener (1967) discuss the uses of

"several interrelated devices to facilitate making systematic conjectures about the future."

These interrelated devices include the

identification of long-term multifold trends, variables that may
influence the trends, and the use of scenario writing to develop a
set of alternative futures.

forecasts are:

Other tools used by futurists to generate

morphological analysis, simulations, contextual

mapping, cross-impact matrices, Delphi studies, leading indicators,
models, and decision trees.

The state of the forecasting art is more sophisticated than it
has ever been.

At the same time, it is still a very primitive field

survey by
A more complete listing of techniques can be found in a
Rosove (1967) or Jantsch (1967).
3

^
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continuing to attract a great deal of scholarly interest, as evidenced
by the number of books and articles published in the past two decades,

numbering in the thousands, as bibliographies by Caldwell (1969),
Webster (1969), and Marien (1970) indicate.

Caldwell’s two volume work

on forecasting contains an estimated 5,000 items dealing with science,

Webster’s work includes 4,927 items

technology, and public policy.

largely written in the present decade and oriented toward educational

planning and policy.

A very selective and well-annotated bibliography,

"Essential Reading for the Future of Education," by Marien of EPRC at
Syracuse University lists over 150 publications of an educational nature.
At the present time, Wayne I. Boucher at the Institute for the Future is

Biblio-

compiling a bibliography of bibliographies in futuristics.

graphies of such magnitude give some indication of the publication

explosion in the field.

Futuristics in Education
In view of the current widespread interest in forecasting, some

educators are beginning to see the need for the application of these

might be expected, important literature and leaders in the
field of futuristics go hand in hand. Any list of individuals who are
J.
shaping the study of the future would include Herman Kahn and Anthony
2000
Year
Their widely known and respected work. The
Wiener (1967).
focuses on
A Framework for S pecu l ation of the Next Th irty- three 7 ears
International politics and the possibilities of nuclear war. Their
" (pp. 39-64) is
discussion of "The Basic, Long-Term Multifold Trend
is noted for.
Helmer
(1966)
by
Technology
Social
especially helpful.
futurists
provided
has
which
method,
its early description of the Delphi
of
area
the
in
Also
opinion.
with a basic tool for obtaining expert
Jourvenei
de
Bertrand
by
work
philosophy and methodology of futures is a
Alvin Toffler’s (1970) utye.^ .Shock is ^
(1967), The Art of Co njecture
because of its msignt
currently'~popuTar with the general reading public
No list of contemporary
into the" perspectives on our changing society.
BeiL
Daniel. Bell (19&9)
futurists would be complete without including
Year
the
on
Academy's Commission
is presently chairman of the American
importance.
national
2000, a study of both global and
4 As

:

,

.

.
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techniques to their own field.

Ziegler (1970) describes five planning

models that are generally used by educational institutions today.
The first model, known as "the-future-as-the-present," has
two chief characteristics:

a)

the future is defined pretty much like

the present, and b) the lead-time anticipated, from an administrative

and policy viewpoint, is generally one year.

The major limitation of

this model is that the future is viewed as not fundamentally distinct

or different from the present.

"The future-as-an-extrapolation-of-the-present," is a model
that focuses on future demographic and economic variables.

When used

for mid-term planning (five to fifteen years), it is a reasonably ef-

fective method.

Its major limitation, however, is that the approach

assumes the future will not differ substantially from the present except

within presently understood limits.

The future is seen as quantitatively

different from the present, but not qualitatively different.
The third planning model described by Ziegler is called "the
single, alternative future."

He explains, "The chief characteristic of

this model is that in at least one, but usually no more than one

,

substantial way, the educational future is perceived as clearly different from the educational past

[p.

32]."

The major limitations of

such a model is that the differences between the past and the future
are defined too simplistically, resulting in single

fad

solutions to

complex educational problems.
"The technological future," the fourth model considered, is

closely related to the single-future model mentioned above.

"The model

the future, the
assumes that technological developments will solve, in

14

problems and crises of the present

[p.

37]."

The limitations of this

model are similar to those of the single-future model:

single "fad"

solutions and a narrow view of the future.
The final planning model described by Ziegler is "the compre-

hensive future."

He considers this level of planning to be "a rela-

tively unique activity in American education

characteristics of this model are:

[p.

40]."

The basic

a focus on the future, at least to

the mid-term and an attempt to relate non-educational factors in the

future to educational policy-making and planning in the present.

A

critical stage in planning of this type comes during the translation of

forecasting information into detailed plans of action and implementation.

While most educators are planning as if the future will be much
like the present, there are some cases in which a more comprehensive

approach is taking place.

The eight-state project on Designing Educa-

tion for the Future (Morphet, 1967) is at present one of the better ex-

amples of comprehensive planning in education.

This project encompasses

a thorough examination of the factors affecting future educational needs
in the eight Rocky Mountain states.

The study has resulted in seven

volumes of work dealing with such topics as

:

prospective societal

fo^
changes in the next twenty to thirty years and their implications

and other
education, change strategies, emerging designs for education,

important concerns for long-range educational planners.
eight state
A second large-scale study, similar in scope to the

Hawaii with support from
study, is being conducted by the University of
the state's legislature.

The study is taking into consideration a wide

environment, business,
variety of future factors that may affect the

agriculture, and education on the islands.

Other serious attempts at

;
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comprehensxve educational planning are being
made at local levels in
Columbia, Maryland; Fort Lincoln New Town
in Washington,

Westport, Connecticut; and Pontiac, Michigan.

D.

C.

These projects are all

at various stages of development but
they have one thing in common,

a

comprehensive, rather than a piece-meal, planning
program.
At the same time local and state educators
are looking at the

problems of comprehensive long-range planning, a
parallel interest is

being shown at the university level.

Since 1968, the Educational

Policy Research Center at Syracuse has been addressing
many fundamental
questions about forecasting in an attempt to provide educational
policy

makers with the tools and information they need to make
long-range decisions.

The Syracuse center is conducting research on methodological

techniques, on forecasting value-changes, on procedures for the evalu-

ation of future alternative policies and goal mixes, elementary,
secondary, and post-secondary education, and on ways of disseminating
and providing instruction on the futures-perspective. 5

The establish-

ment of this center along with the Educational Policy Research Center
of the Stanford Research Institute,

indicates an interest in, and an

important step toward, better long-range planning in education.

Results

of work done in both centers are just beginning to become available and

are included where applicable in this study.

The Delphi Method

The Delphi technique, developed in the early 1950’s by Olaf Helmer
and others at the Rand Corporation, was designed to deal with a quantity

5 Materials

related to these topics are available from the Edu1206 Harrison Street,
cational Policy Research Center at Syracuse:
Syracuse, New York 13210.

.
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of information that was not solid enough
to be called knowledge but was,
at

the same time, more reliable than uncontrolled
speculation.

The set

of procedures known as "Delphi" were developed
to work with that inter-

mediate information called opinion

.

The Delphi technique is a method of collecting and organizing

expert opinions on a topic.

The original purpose of the technique was

to eliminate the psychological variables found in face-to-face
group

discussions such as group pressure and social noise.
study, a group of

experts

^

In a typical

attempts to reach consensus on a variety of

future questions, using a series of three or four questionnaires.

Each

round of questionnaires asks each participant to study the data generated on the previous round and reconsider his previous response in
light of the new information.

At various stages during the study,

the

participants receive information on events likely to occur, the esti-

mated date of occurrence, reasons for the estimated dates, opinions on
the value or importance of each event, and suggested methods of con-

trolling the emergence of certain events.

Research by Campbell (1966)

and Dalkey (1969) indicates that information generated in this manner
is more likely to be accurate than that obtained using face-to-face

techniques

Norman

C.

Dalkey of the Rand Corporation more completely

describes the characteristics of Delphi in his paper, "Predicting the
Future:"
The basic characteristics of the Delphi procedures are: a) Anonymity, b) Iteration with controlled feedback, and c) Statistical

£

'Recent research by Campbell (1966), Weaver (1969), and Waldron
(1970), questions the technique's ability to eliminate these psychological variables.
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group response.
Anonymity is achieved by using questionnaires or
other formal channels of communication, where specific
responses
are not associated with individual members of the group.
This is
a way of cutting down on the effects of dominant
individuals and
reducing group pressure.
Iteration consists of performing the interaction among members of the group in several stages; typically
at the beginning of each stage the results of the previous
stage
are summarized and fed back to the members of the group,
and they
are then asked to reassess their answers in light of what
the entire
group thought on the previous round.
Controlled feedback allows interaction with a large reduction in noise. Finally, the group
opinion is taken to be a statistical average of the final opinions
of individual members of the group.
In the experiments we have
conducted, the median opinion that is the middle estimate where
half the group is on one side, and half on the other has turned
out to be the most accurate.
By using a statistical group opinion,
group pressure toward conformity is further reduced, and probably
more important, the opinion of every member is reflected in the
group response [pp. 8-9].

—

—

Recent methodological research, designed to test the value of

Delphi as a forecasting tool, was conducted by Dalkey (1969).

A series

of thirty experiments were conducted, using two hundred graduate stu-

dents, in an attempt to study the accuracy of results derived using the

Delphi technique.

The questions asked were of an almanac type so that

the accuracy of the answers could be checked.

Three basic findings

were cited in Dalkey*

group opinion converges

s

report.

They were:

a)

after iteration, b) major convergence takes place between round one and
round two, and c) group response becomes more accurate with iteration.
In general, Dalkey found that "more often than not" controlled anony-

mous feedback made the group estimate more accurate than face-to-face

discussion groups.

It should be stressed here that the questions

Dalkey used in his experiments were of an almanac type and that his
subjects were not predicting the future, but instead, were making an

estimation of events that had already occurred.

Therefore, one must be

cautious when applying these results to Delphi studies considering

long-range future events.
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A study by Campbell (1966) may begin to answer the questions of
Delphi's short-range forecasting accuracy.

Campbell investigated dis-

cussion group forecasts as opposed to Delphi produced forecasts over a

short-range future.

The study used twenty business school graduate

students to forecast the gross national product, defense expenditures,
and fourteen other business indices three months in advance of con-

firming data.

Campbell found that in most cases the Delphi groups

achieved an accuracy ranging within 10% or better of the confirming
data.

This accuracy range gains added significance when one looks at

the results of the Delphi group as compared to the non-Delphi group.
In thirteen out of sixteen cases the Delphi group was more accurate

than the non-Delphi group, the non-Delphi group did better in two
cases, and in one case both groups made the same forecast.

This re-

the
search indicates that in the short-range (three months or less),

discussion
Delphi method will provide more accurate forecasts than
informed about
groups, even where discussants are highly concerned and
the question at hand.

been suggested
One possible indicator of Delphi's accuracy has
by Gordon and Helmer (1964).

Their research indicates that the ac-

of the interquartile
curacy of a forecast is related to the length

time range.

small, the precision
In other words, if the range is very

be very accurate.
of the group's response is likely to

The inter-

near future and widest in
quartile range is normally smallest in the
the further into the future we
the distant future, indicating that

expect to be.
forecast, the less accurate we can

Delphi panels, dealing with the
The consistency of separate
Lt. Col. Joseph Martino (1970),
same topics, has been researched by

:
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Technological Forecasting Editor for The Futurist

.

His survey com-

pared the findings of three Delphi studies in medicine and
two studies
in technological areas and found the results to be encouraging.

Martino says
The net result of the comparisons is that forecasts produced by
the Delphi procedure do tend to be consistent.
Different panels
will tend to produce about the same results, and it is unlikely
that two panels of equally competent experts will produce forecasts which are significantly different.
This evidence should be
reassuring to those faced with the necessity of utilizing expert
opinion in preparing a forecast. They can have a high degree of
confidence that a different panel would have produced about the
same forecast [pp. 63-64].

A useful modification of the Delphi technique, called the
locus Delphi, has been tested by Hudspeth (1970) at Syracuse University.
In traditional Delphi studies, such as described by Dalkey (1968), all

responses for each item are combined to give a group median score.
This practice results in a loss of valuable information concerning sig-

nificant differences in perception between the various participant
groups involved.

The Focus Delphi keeps the responses of each group

separated, making it possible to identify those events in which a consensus about time estimates or value assessments does or does not occur.
The additional information can be very helpful to those involved in

policy making, planning, or implementation, because it, in effect, in-

dicates the confidence and support each group may give the item.
to the additional information it provides,

Due

Focus Delphi will be used in

this study.

The Delphi technique, as any research instrument, has certain

limitations.

The limitations of the Delphi technique are of two types,

those encountered when implementing a Delphi study, called

procedural
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li m itations,

and those limitations found in Delphi as a forecasting

methodology.
The fundamental limitation found in all forecasting methods is
the inability to describe a single guaranteed future.

Few,

if any,

proponents of the Delphi technique would state that Delphi can be
used to forecast the "true" future, but evidence does indicate that it
is one of the best

methods presently available for tapping the minds

of experts on a variety of future topics.

The Delphi method also contains several procedural limitations.

Perhaps the most important procedural limitation is that the quality of
the forecast is only as good as the panel of experts participating in
the study.

Computer people use the phrase, "Garbage in, garbage out,"

which applies very nicely in the case of Delphi.

The Delphi technique

cannot manufacture a reliable forecast, especially if uninformed par-

ticipants are used as data sources; it is only a tool to help prevent

various human factors such as individual dominance, social noise, and
group pressure from interfering.

One must not expect a Delphi forecast

to amount to more than the sum of the knowledge,

opinion, and intuition

of the participants involved.

Time,

too, presents an important procedural limitation, since

Delphi surveys can take up to a year to complete, depending upon the

number of participants and the scope of the topic.

This limitation is

formidable but does not seem to limit the number of Delphi surveys
undertaken.

The business, science, and military communities are ex-

panding their use of the method, and this trend is likely to continue.

Successful experiments have been undertaken to eliminate

tl e

time
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limitation through the use of computers.

This, however, has been a

costly answer to the problem.'

7

The Delphi method, like any method using questionnaires, is

subject to limitations focused around communication misunderstandings.

Gordon and Ament (1969) point out that because all communication is by
questionnaire, difficulties emerge concerning the lack of precision in
the wording of questions.

This is a problem often met in face-to-face

panels also, but these panels have the advantage of quickly defining
terms and clarifying the misunderstandings.

This limitation can be

lessened in Delphi surveys only by a concerted effort on the parts of
the participants and the researcher to be as clear and precise as

possible in the wording of questions and responses.
Further, the opportunity for ideas to build upon one another in
a

stimulating and synergetic manner is less likely to occur using a

Delphi format rather than a face-to-face panel.

The technique does not

normally lend itself to a creative growth of ideas, but is, in fact,
more judgemental in nature.

The Delphi format, designed by the Insti-

tute for the Future for use in their recent studies, has tried to take
this limitation into consideration by providing an opportunity for new

items to be included in the survey and for minority opinions to be
O
expressed. 0

it would seem, however,

that the growth and development

of new ideas is best left to methods other than Delphi.

^TRW Systems conducted an inhouse Delphi survey of 400 technoor
logical events anticipated by 1985, using the aid of a computer.
Delphi,
tc
:h
Approa
Practical
"A
Pyke,
details on this survey, see D. L.
F utures , 1970, 2(2), 143.
f

^See Gordon and Ament (1969) for a study using this format.

:

.
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Most procedural limitations of the Delphi technique are taken
up in the report, "The Delphi Method:
W.

Timothy Weaver (1970).

Background and Critique," by

The report provides an overview of the

experimental studies which have lead to the development of the Delphi
method, as well an an effective critique of the assumptions underlying
the method.

Weaver finds several methodological limitations which he

feels are strong enough to call the use of Delphi as a forecasting
tool into question.

A summary of his reported limitations are quoted

here
There are certain fundamental weaknesses of Delphi in its present
form as a forecasting tool.
Briefly, they have to do with interpreting the significance of "convergence" of opinion under the
conditions imposed by Delphi. The observation that people tend
to shift their estimates toward a group norm under conditions of
iteration is a consistent and sound observation on the basis of
several controlled experiments with Delphi. There is some very
meager evidence which suggests that compression of estimates over
rounds produces a final consensus closer to the "true" answer
(when the consensus is taken as a median of the spread of estimates)
This finding, however, is based upon evidence collected from very
short-term predictions in the economic domain, and from experiments with almanac-type questions. Just how the findings can be
generalized to Delphi’s which cover a 30-year extension into the
future is unknown.
The same may be said of Delphi's which deal
with social indicators or educational concerns, rather than with
technology or economics.

Perhaps more importantly, a consideration of the future of education should attempt to clarify what we can reasonably expect to
Essentially, forecasting canmake happen not what will happen.
not carry any "truth" value because (a) there is no empirical
evidence now to falsify any proposition about the future, and
(b) there is no universal agreement on any proposition we are
Rather than a focus on "accuracy,"
likely to make about the future.
or reasonableness of
"plausibility"
the focus might better be on
In that sense Delphi is weak because (a) there is
the forecast.
little emphasis on the grounds or arguments which might convince
of the forecasts' reasonableness, and (b) there is no mechanism
to distinguish hope from likelihood, reasonable judgment from
mere guessing, priority and value statements from rational argument; feelings of confidence and desirability from statements ot

—

probability.

—
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Delphi forecasts cannot in principle carry any weight of "proof."
Therefore, in order for them to be useful in the formulation of
policy, such forecasts must be persuasive and reasonable.
In
Professor Manfred Stanley's words, a forecast must be relevant
to answering the following question for policy thinking:
"What
are the criteria with whose aid men may reasonably believe that
collective will, expressed in policy decisions, can make a difference in how a course of action relates to expressed moral
goals in a society?" Delphi in its present form seems illequipped to make powerful and persuasive arguments upon which
policy makers can base decisions and actions.
However, our research also leads us to conclude that Delphi, in
combination with other tools, may be a very effective device for
obligating people to think about the future of education in much
more complex ways than they ordinarily would. In a sense we are
saying that the way to get educators to make better decisions
decisions which account for alternative future consequences is
to enhance their capacity to think in complex ways about the
future [pp. 1-2].

—

The present study will attempt to avoid the procedural and

methodological limitations mentioned here by

(a)

ledgeable and qualified panel of participants,

selecting a know-

(b)

limiting the size

and scope of the study so that time does not become a critical factor,
(c)

being as clear and precise as possible in the wording of questions

and responses,

(d)

providing an opportunity for new items to be in-

cluded in the survey and for minority opinions to be expressed, and
(e)

viewing the results of the survey as alternatives to the present

educator roles, not as the "true" or "accurate" answer.

Delphi Studies in Education
Delphi studies in the science and technological areas have become increasingly common during the past ten years, and moxe recently
a few Delphi studies have been conducted that deal primarily with edu-

cational futures.

The first Delphi study dealing specifically with

educational concerns was conducted by Olaf Helmer (1966) in an

Educational Innovations Seminar held at the Institute of Government
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and Public Affairs, U.C.L.A., in 1965.

A list of ninety-three inno-

vative proposals were compiled and the participants were asked
to
allocate a fictitious ten billion dollar budget over a five
year period.

Helmer states that, "the primary purpose of the pilot study was to
explore the potentialities of applying Delphi and simulation
techniques
to such problems as educational planning.

Helmer states, "Methodo-

logically the endeavor was found very promising by the participants, who
feel encouraged to apply the techniques used to similar problems in a

more comprehensive manner in the future

[p.

22]."

A Delphi study by Gordon and Sahr (1969) of prospective developments in educational administration was conducted at a meeting of the

National Conference of Professors of Educational Administration in San
Diego, California.

The major objective of the study was to seek a con-

sensus of opinions about prospective developments which might have a

major impact on educational administration.

Two months prior to the

meeting, about twenty professors were mailed questionnaires asking them
to generate a list of prospective developments in educational adminis-

tration.

During the conference, three rounds of the Delphi question-

naire were administered to the participants.

Among the conclusions

were forecasts of increasing social turmoil, an anticipation of

spreading teachers' unions and bargaining practices, and a continued
influence by technology on education.

The results of the section

dealing with technological forecasts were found to be consistent with
an earlier Delphi study conducted by Gordon and Ament (1969).

The Institute for the Future has been conducting futures re-

search for the state of Connecticut in which educational forecasts

were also included.

The Delphi studies were of a general nature
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dealing with topics important to state level planning, such as
future

educational technology, likely ages of children entering the work force,
use of drugs to aid learning, and decentralization of urban school dis-

tricts.^

The results derived from these studies are presently being

used to design long-range plans for the state of Connecticut.

Three recent Delphi studies are of interest to planners at both
the higher education and local school district level.

Cyphert and Gant

(1970) used the Delphi technique in a higher education setting to ob-

tain from its various clients, opinions concerning the goals of the

University of Virginia School of Education.

The panel included 421

participants, ranging from faculty and students to politicians and

community leaders.

As a result of the study, administrators within the

School of Education obtained a list of goal priorities from which to

make future policy decisions and resource allocations.

Norton (1970)

reports that a similar study was useful in seeking both local and

national participation prior to the opening of Governors State University in Illinois.

A Delphi study was also conducted by Anderson (1970) at the
county school district level in Ohio.

Statements on client services

and organizational adaptation were obtained from teachers, board mem-

bers, administrators, and selected educational "experts" in an attempt
to

determine where the school district should concentrate its energies

and resources during the next decade.

Studies of this nature are seen

to be valuable methods for obtaining public involvement and support

in the education process.

^For a more complete description see de Brigard and Helmer
(1970), and Gordon and Ament (1969).
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The purpose of this section of the review has been to briefly

examine the various uses of Delphi in educational contexts.

The re-

sults of the studies have found Delphi to be a useful tool for con-

sidering educational futures, but, because of its recent development,
Delphi has been used in only a limited number of situations, none of

which has touched on the topic of future educator roles, the subject
of the present study.

CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The format of the present study is, to a large degree, modeled
after those studies conducted by the Institute for the Future during
the past three years.

^

The Institute has been using four rounds of

questionnaires designed to give data of
earlier studies.

a

more complex nature than

The early 1950 and 1960 studies sought only a con-

sensus of opinion on the date an event might occur.

The recent studies

have sought reasons for estimates, and possible methods of influencing
each event.

The present study on future educator roles will consist

of four rounds pursuing the line of inquiry outlined in Table 1.

The first round questionnaire will request that participants

generate a list of anticipated roles for educators emerging within the
next thirty years, focusing primarily on an expansion of the present

concept of teacher; give a brief description of the roles; and explain
The responses

what events may occur to cause such roles to emerge.

will be collated, edited, and rewritten if necessary.
responses submitted will be included in round two.

All complete

The selection of

roles to be included in round two will be made by the researcher.

To

participants will
offset the possibility that roles may be edited out,
do not feel the
be asked to add new roles in the second round if they

roles provided are complete.

^The basic reference

was Gordon and Ament (1969).
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The round two questionnaire will provide the participants with

round one roles, a description of each role, and a brief explanation of
the event which may cause such a role to emerge.

Participants will

then be asked to estimate the date when 10% of the public school

systems in the nation will assign someone within the school system to

perform the role, and when 50% of the school systems will assign someone to perform the role.

The time span under consideration is from

1971 to the year 2000; however, those participants who do not feel a
role will emerge within the next thirty years may indicate this by

choosing "later or never."

A request will also be made for additional

emerging roles, which will be included in the following round if three
or more participants suggest the same or similar roles.

Data for the round three questionnaire will consist of the
roles,

their descriptions, future events which may cause each role to

emerge, the median date and interquartile range of each sample group,

and the individual's previous estimate. 11

Participants will be asked

to give an estimate of the role's value on a five— point scale from

meaning

:

meaning:

"high value, and worth working toward immediately,

!

,

"extreme negative value, and worth working against."
Round four will have two parts; Part

roles,

to —

I

I

data will include the

their descriptions, and events causing the roles to emerge,

of minority
median dates and interquartile ranges by group, a summary
as seen by
opinions on early or late dates; importance of the role

date is the point at which half of the responses
The interquartile range is
are on one side and half on the other.
The median has been found
equal to the middle 50% of the responses.
closest to the correct answer.
to be the group estimate which comes

^The median

,
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each group; and the individual's previously estimated
50% date.

The

respondent will then be asked to make a final estimation of
the dates

when 10% and 50% of the nation's school systems will assign
someone to
the role.

Part II of round four will list those educator roles that were

considered to be above-average or of highest value by the participants
in round three.

Respondents will then be asked to estimate the amount

of influence their group would have in promoting the emergence of these

roles within their individual school districts.

Participants
The participants in a Delphi study are typically selected on
the basis of their expertise in the topic or topics under consideration.

Helmer (1966) states that an expert is one who is considered by others
in his field to be rational, knowledgeable, and reliable'.

Beyond this

definition, however, little has been written about the selection of

"expert" participants for a Delphi study.

The typical procedure used

by the Institute for the Future has been to select participants on the

basis of their prominence, reputation, and visibility to the coordinators
of the study.

From a general list of possible participants, names are

added or deleted until a reasonably well-balanced list is finally com-

piled.-^
Recent research conducted by Campbell (1966), Weaver (1969), and

Waldron (1970) seems to indicate that "socio-psychological variables,"

From discussions with Wayne
Future, Middletown, Connecticut.
-*-2

T.

Boucher at the Institute for tne
y
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as well as the "expert’s information handling ability," weigh more

heavily on his forecasts than the specific knowledge he may have about
the event.

In other words, experts may not always be the best persons

to provide the type of information desired, regardless of their know-

ledge on the topic.

This evidence, joined with the stated purpose of

the present study, which is to provide information on future educator

roles as perceived by practitioners in the field, has resulted in the

selection of participants who would not be regarded as "experts" in the
typical sense, but are very likely the best public school practitioners

available on the subject.

A total of forty-five teachers, administrators, and school
board members will be asked to participate in the study.

The partici-

pants will be selected at random from ten public school districts
across the country.

Each of the school districts will have been funded

by the United States Office of Education to implement projects dealing

with the more effective use of school personnel.

Participants will be

selected for the study in the following manner:

the teachers partici-

pating will be drawn from a list of elementary, junior, and senior high
school personnel provided by each of the ten project directors; the ad-

ministrative group will be comprised of principals from the project
schools and project directors; school board members will be chosen from
a list provided by the project directors.

These three interest groups will be selected because of the key

positions they hold with regard to future changes in the public school
system.

future
Their expectations, perceptions, and opinions shape the

thinking will
direction of our schools, and knowledge of what they are
makers.
be important to both long-range planners and policy
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Data Analysis
The data collected from this study will be
analyzed in light
of each of the stated purposes of the study.

For each purpose, data

analysis will be as follows:
a)
_t<3

Purpose - Generate

a_

list of anticipated roles perceived

b *2 emerging for educators within the next thirty
years.

will be examined to answer three questions:

These data

First, do the anticipated

roles extrapolate from today's educator roles, or do the roles seem
to
be unrelated to roles presently considered important?

Second, do the

participants see roles emerging that are unrelated to their own interest groups?

And, finally, are there any obvious areas for which the

participants neglected to anticipate roles?
b)

emerge
i)

.

Purpose — Ascertain what events might cause such roles to

In the analysis of these data, four points will be considered:

Are the participants aware of current societal and educational

trends that might lead to new roles?

ii)

Do the participants expect

the new roles to emerge as a result of simple cause-and-ef f ect relation-

ships, or do they suggest more complex reasons?

events fall into any easily identifiable groups?

iii) Do the causal
iv) What

roles are

expected to emerge from similar events?
c)

Purpose - Proj ect the value of the anticipated roles

.

Data

on the value of each role will be studied to determine whether there

are inconsistencies among the three participating groups in their pro-

jection of each role's value.

The relationship between the perceived

value and its expected date of emergence will also be examined.
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Purpose - Assess the probable date of emergence for
the roles

d)

identified.

questions:

Data related to this purpose will be analyzed around
four
i)

What is the expected date of emergence for each role?

ii) How much do the three participant groups vary in their
estimated

dates of emergence?

iii) Is there a convergence of opinion from the

initial estimate to the final estimate?

iv) What roles are expected

to emerge later than the year 2000 or never?

Purpose - Identify the differences in perceptions among

e)

Delphi panel members drawn from three different populations
of the analyses of data from a, b,

c,

.

A summary

and d above will provide informa-

tion from which to identify the differences in perceptions.

Purpose - Compare results of the present Delphi survey and

f)

the results of a contextual mapping study already completed on the

same topic
i)

.

A comparison of results will be made around three areas:

the number of roles generated by each method, ii) the similarity of

roles, and iii) the type of events expected to influence the emergence
of each role.

Limitations of the Study
As in all research, there are limitations in the design of this

study.

The limitations are described here so that the reader will be

aware of them while reading the results of the study in Chapter Four.
First, the size and composition of the sample group must be taken into

consideration before broad generalizations can be made about the data.
There will be forty-five participants, all coming from somewhat innovative school districts, which means that the results will probably net
be typical of the average teacher, administrator, or school board
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member.

The fact that they are not average results from the need for

expert

participants in Delphi studies, and, therefore, this limita-

tion is a necessary condition of the study.
Second, the participants will be forecasting future roles with-

out the benefit of an organizational framework.

Participants must

assume that the roles they forecast will fit into an organizational

pattern similar to the one they are presently working in or with which
they are most familiar.

It should be understood that the results of

the study might be altered dramatically if participants were given a

specific organizational framework within which to forecast future roles.

A third restriction is the definition of the term "role" in
this study.

The term "role" is restricted to a single position which

is primarily an expansion of

the present concept of teacher.

This

definition eliminates roles that may be seen as important, but would
have to be combined with more standard roles because of their specialized nature.

The restricted definition was decided upon because a more

expanded definition would make the study more difficult to manage with
the limited resources at hand, and, in addition, it was expected that
a great deal of confusion would occur when the participants tried to

determine the date of emergence for each role or combined role.
The limitations mentioned above are important and should be

considered when interpreting the results of this study.

They are,

however, limitations that result from the conscious structure and

organization of the study.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Chapter Four will review the procedures used in this study,

explain minor variations from the original proposal, and outline
the
results of the study.

Participants for this study were selected from thirty— two
USOE staff utilization projects across the nation.
two projects,

From the thirty-

ten were selected by members of the School Personnel

Utilization/Leadership Training Institute 12 on the basis of their
probable funding during the 1971 school year.

Letters were sent to

the directors of the ten projects explaining the nature of the study

and asking for the names of two board members, and five teachers.
(See Appendix A

)

A phone call requesting the names of two admin-

istrators was made following the letter.

Those associated with the

ten projects were committed to the development of more effective

staff utilization and, as a result, they had developed limited

expertise in the area of future educator roles that made them

appropriate participants for this Delphi study.
Nine of the ten projects responded with lists, providing a
total of seventy- two names.

From this list of names, participants

12 This group was responsible for the guidance of the projects.
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were stratified by group and an attempt
was made to select an equal
number of participants from each of the nine
projects.

Included in

the total group were sixteen administrators and
fifteen teachers

representing grades kindergarten to senior high school.

Time pressures

of board members resulted in only ten participating
instead of the

desired fifteen.
The reader should be aware that, as in all populations,
this

group of participants has biases which must be taken into
consideration

when reviewing the results of the study.

The population selected for

the study is not typical of board members, administrators, or teachers
in general.

The participants included in this study have an above-

average interest and background in possible future roles for educators.
The fact that all of the participants have somewhat common philoso-

phical backgrounds with regard to the need for more effective staff

utilization may cause them to reach greater consensus on certain future
roles than a more typical population.

The difficulty of selecting a

broad range of participants, well enough informed of possible future
roles to be useful and yet unbiased enough to make their predictions

valuable, requires that one bear with this limitation, but remain
aware of the possible influence it may have on the results of the
study.

The first questionnaire was sent out in mid-April with a cover

letter inviting the recipient to participate in the study.

The ques-

tionnaire asked the respondents to list the roles they anticipated
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would emerge for educators within the next
thirty years.

Appendix B

)

ln

(See

addition to the roles, they were asked to give
a

role description and the event that would cause
each role to emerge.

Space for twelve roles was provided on the
questionnaire.
One hundred and twenty-five roles were returned
by twenty-two

participants.

(See Appendix C

)

Many duplications were evident among

the 125 roles submitted, and after roles of a
similar nature were

combined, a total of forty-six roles remained.

These roles were then

given minor editing by the author and sent back to all the
participants in round two of the study.

Questionnaire Number Two (See Appendix D

)

provided the list of

forty-six anticipated roles, a role description of each, and a statement giving the event causing the role to emerge.

Participants were

requested to read over the information provided and then make an
estimate of the dates when 10% and 50% of the nation’s public schools

would employ a person for the role indicated.

Ten percent and 50%

were chosen because 10% indicates a likely move tox^ard the acceptance
of the role by the more innovative school systems, and 50% represents
a

large-scale commitment toward the implementation of the role by

public schools.

One hundred percent estimates were not solicited

because few roles, if any, would likely be useful for all school
systems to implement.

The round two questionnaire was sent to the

participants in mid-May, approximately one month after the initial

questionnaire was sent.
In late May,

the round two questionnaires returned by twenty-

nine respondents were compiled.

At this time a decision was made to
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limit the study to three rounds instead of the
proposed four.

This

decision was made because of the likelihood that many
participants

would be going on vacation, causing
the completion of the study.

a

probable three month delay in

The decision to conclude the study at

this point was given support from studies by Dalkey
(1967) and
C YP hert

Their studies showed that the major convergence of

(1970).

opinion occurred directly after the first round of feedback.

In the

case of Cyphert's study, where 421 participants were involved, 99%
of the convergence of opinion occurred directly after the participants

were informed of the first "consensus" reached by the group.

Dalkey’s

research also added confirming evidence.
In early June, round three was sent to the participants.

(See Appendix E
two.

)

Included in the final round were the results of round

The interquartile range of the 50% estimates were displayed by

the group.

(See Column V of Appendix E

The participants were asked

)

to review the information provided and then make new 10% and 50%

estimates.

(See Column W of Appendix E

If their new estimate fell

)

outside the previous interquartile range for their group, the participants were asked to give a reason for the estimate given.

Column X of Appendix E

)

(See

Next, the respondents were asked to assume

that the role did occur and to estimate its relative value on a five

point scale.

(See Column Y of Appendix E

)

in the final column a

concise statement was requested giving the consequence of such a role
emerging.

(See Column Z of Appendix E

)
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Table 2 displays information on the percent of
questionnaires
returned.

The average number of questionnaires returned
over the four-

month study was 58.9%.

Seven of the original forty-one participants

did not return any of the three questionnaires, five
of the partici-

pants contributed to only one round, eleven filled out two
rounds of
the study, and fourteen returned questionnaires from all
three rounds.

The major disappointment was the poor return rate by board members
in
the last round.

This lack of data from board members makes comparisons

of their responses with those of teachers and administrators question-

able.

The responses of the board members are included in the final

results; however, the reader must be aware that there were only three

board members responding and take this into consideration when studying
the results.
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TABLE

2

PERCENT OF QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS

ROUND ONE

NUMBER SENT

NUMBER RETURNED

PERCENT RETURNED

Teachers

15

8

52.8%

Administrators

16

9

55.8%

Board Members

10

5

50.0%

Totals

41

22

52.8%

15

13

85 8%

ROUND TWO

Teachers

.

Administrators

16

10

62.0%

Board Members

10

6

60.0%

Totals

41

29

Teachers

15

10

66.0%

Administrators

16

11

68.2%

Board Members

10

3

30.0%

Totals

41

24

54.7%

.

69.2%

ROUND THREE

BY GROUP OVER ALL THREE ROUNDS

Teachers Returned

68.2%

Administrators Returned

62.0%

Board Members Returned

46.6%

AVERAGE NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED

=

58.9%
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Findings
The data reported here will be organized
according to each

purpose of the study outlined in Chapter Three.

For a summary of the

data generated in the third round of the study
see Table
A)
_to

Purpose

:

Generate

ja

3.

list of anticipated roles perceived

be emerging for educators within the next thirty
years.

The board members, teachers, and administrators
who partici-

pated in this study, generated 125 possible roles for future
educators.
The roles were given minor editing and, while no role
was eliminated,

wherever possible duplicate roles were combined by the author,
reducing the number of roles from 125 to forty-six.

The list of 125

roles is displayed in Appendix C and the forty-six roles used in later

questionnaires are listed in Appendix

D.

An examination of the roles submitted during the first round
of the study indicates that of the total 125 responses generated,

twenty-eight originated from board members, forty from teachers, and

fifty-seven from administrators.

Only one role was suggested more

than five times and that was the role of team leader/master teacher

which was suggested fifteen times out of the 125 responses.

The role

was submitted five times by teachers, eight times by administrators
and two times by board members.

All other roles, in general, received

equal consideration from the three groups.
One obvious omission from the list of roles was evident,

namely the lack of any role dealing with the area of early childhood
education.
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STATEMENTS

OF

FREQUENCY
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B)

Purpose:

Ascertain what events might cause such roles
to

emerge
The events causing the roles to emerge have been
divided into
six event categories and are displayed in Table 4.

determined categories are suggested here, but
arrangements are possible.

a

Six arbitrarily

varietv of other

Three roles have been placed under the

category of increased educator workload, twelve under change in
the

organizational structure, three under improved management procedures,
four under better communication, fifteen under individualization of

instruction, and nine under the miscellaneous category.

Major emphasis seems to be placed on roles resulting from a
change in the organizational structure and those roles dealing with
the individualization of instruction.

Within the category on organi-

zational structure, a trend toward the differentiation of responsibility is evident.

A large number of the roles under the category are

support personnel designed to assist a team leader or master teacher
in the instructional process.

of instruction,

Under the category of individualization

the roles generated are of a specialized nature.

The

participants indicate that the majority of these roles are presently
contained in the job decsription of the average classroom teacher.
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TABLE

4

6

EDUCATOR ROLES GROUPED ACCORDING TO
THE EVENTS WHICH MAY CAUSE THEM TO EMERGE

1)

EVENT CATEGORY:
INCREASED EDUCATOR WORK LOAD
*4 Aide Director
ROLES:
Team Secretary
12 Aide

2)

EVENT CATEGORY

3)

4)

5)

ROLES:

CHANGE IN ORGANIZAT IONAL STRUCTURE FOR BETTER
“
USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TALENTS
1 Instructional Leader
10 Individual and small group
2 Personnel Coordinator
Instructor
3 Trainer of Teacher
24 Learning environment
Aides
manager
7 Master Teacher
39 Continuing education
8 Teacher with five years
leader
training
41 Lay teacher
9 Large group instructors
37 Technology Instructor
45 Methods Consultant
:

EVENT CATEGORY:
IMPROVED MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES
ROLES:
5 Director of Office Tasks
42 Research and evaluation specialist
43 System specialist
6)

EVENT CATEGORY:
BETTER COMMUNICATION
ROLES:
32 Ombudsman
40 School community liaison
33 Human affairs specialist
46 Process consultant

EVENT CATEGORY:
INDIVIDUALIZATION OF INSTRUCTION
ROLES:
13 Writing specialist
30 Technology decoder for
15 Curriculum specialist
students
17 Psychomotor instructor
35 Media specialist
18 Diagnostician
36 Instructional technologist
19 Prescriptionist
31 Personal Counselor
20 Resource person
44 Evaluation Technimator
27 Life-Role Counselor
26 Community educational
21 Listener
coordinator
25 Independent study
facilitator
EVENT CATEGORY:
OTHER
ROLES:
11 Instructor (intern)
16 Social/Physical
coordinator
22 Value clarifier
23 Livability expert
28 Career skill developer

29 Placement/Follow-up

Coordinator
38 Simulation expert
14 Learning Theorist
34 Cultural Coordinator

*Numbers refer to role numbers on questionnaire.
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C)

Purpose

:

P roj ect the value of the anticipated
roles.

The final questionnaire asked the
respondents to place a value
on each of the roles using one of the
following symbols:

++, of high

value, and worth working toward immediately;
+, positive value;
little, if any, value; -, negative value;
and worth working against.

—

(See Appendix E

,

0,

extreme negative value,

)

The relative value of each role was arrived at by
weighting,

from five for a ++ to one for a

participants.

—

,

the responses received from the

A weighted score was computed for each group and then

for the total group.

The order of value given by each group and for

the total group is displayed on Table

3.

In addition to the value data referred to above,

it is also

interesting to note the relationship between the value of a role and
its expected date of occurence, Table 5.

Of the eleven most valuable

roles, seven are not expected to occur in 50% of the nation’s schools

until 1980 or 1985 and the other four are not expected until 1990 or
1995.

Several roles thought to be of limited value were placed late

on the time line just as might be expected.

For a summary list of

the most valuable and least valuable roles by group, see Table 6.
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TABLE

6

THE MOST AND LEAST VALUABLE ROLES AS SEEN
BY THE TOTAL GROUP

ELEVEN MOST VALUABLE ROLES
1st

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADER (role

2nd

CURRICULUM SPECIALIST (role #15)

3rd

TRAINER OF TEACHER AIDES (role #3)

//l)

MEDIA SPECIALIST (role #35)
5th

MASTER TEACHER (role #7)
LAY TEACHER (role #41)

7th

TEAM SECRETARY (role #6)

INSTRUCTOR/TEACHER INTERN (role #11)
AIDE (role #12)

DIAGNOSTICIAN (role #18)
RESEARCH AND EVALUATION SPECIALIST (role #42)

SIX LEAST VALUABLE ROLES

Listener (role #21)

Livability expert (role #23)
Technology decoder for students (role #30)

Ombudsman (role #32)
Human affairs specialist (role #33)
Cultural coordinator (role #34)
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D)

Purpose:

Assess the probable date of emergence for the

roles identified.
The median date each role is expected to emerge
in 50% of the

nation's schools is listed by group in Table

3.

Table

7

gives the

total group’s estimate for both the 10% and 50% estimates,
with the
roles arranged in order of their likely occurence in 50% of
the schools.

A comparison by group of the five roles expected to emerge by
1980 is made on Table

8.

This table indicates that in three roles

there is a ten to fifteen year disagreement on the emergence of these
roles between teachers and the three board members who responded to
this item.

A considerable difference of opinion is also evident in

the value given to each of these roles.

The role of individual and

small group instructor is considered by the teachers to be second in

value while board members place it well down the list at twentyeighth.

The same difference is evident in role #12

,

aide, where

teachers placed it as the most valuable role and the board members

placed it twenty- third

.

The pattern is reversed somewhat in role #15,

Curriculum Specialist, where the board members placed it first and
teachers thirteenth.
in roles #3,

Additional differences of opinion can be seen

trainer of teacher aides, #7, master teacher, and #31,

personal counselor, on Table

3.
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TABLE

7

ROLES IN THEIR EXPECTED ORDER OF
OCCURRENCE AS ESTIMATED BY THE TOTAL GROUP

Relative
Value of
Roles by
Group
Role #

Role

The Years When Each Role Will Be
Supported by 10% and 50% of the
Nation 's Public Schools
75 80 85 90 95 2000 Later Never
1

25

11

Teacher w/five years
training
Ind
& Small Group
Instructor
Instructor

12

Aide

15

Curriculum
Specialist
Trainer of Teacher
Aides
Team
Secretary
Master Teacher
(Team Leader)
Large Group
Instructor

8

10

12

.

(Intern)

34
31
35

9

T

i

°

Personal
Counselor
Media
Specialist

Instructional
Leader

21
22

16

25

20

18

27

(°)

(*)
(

—

Personnel
Coordinator
Social/Physical
Coordinator
Resource
Person
Life-Role
Counselor

Designates when the role will emerge in 10% of the schools
Designates when the role will emerge in 50% of the schools
Designates the interquartile range of the total group
)
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Table

—

7

— Continued

—

Relative
Value
Role

//

Role

75 80 85 90 95 2000 Later Never

14

40

School Community
Liaison

12

41

Lay
Teacher

O

Methods
Consultant

0

O

*

*

—

17

45

37

4

20

13

Writing
Specialist

9

18

Diagnostician

14

25

Independent Study
Facilitator

o

*

34

26

Community Education
Coordinator

o

*

28

36

Instructional
Technologist

o

*

39

37

Technology
Instructor

o

*

38

38

Simulation
Expert

0

*

24

39

Continuing Education
Leader

0

*

5

42

Research & Evaluation Specialist

31

43

System
Specialist

34

44

Evaluation
Technimator

Aide
Director

*

o

*

0

*

0

0

*

0

o

*

*

i

l
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Table

Relative
Value
Role
25

5

25

//

7

— Continued

Role

75 80 85 90 95 2000 Later Never

Director Of
Office Tasks

O

*

14

Learning
Theorist

O

*

29

17

Psychomotor
Instructor

o

*

19

19

Prescriptionist

o

*

28

24

Learning Environment Manager

0

*

—

24

28

Career Skill
Developer

41

32

Ombudsman

o

22

46

Process
Consultant

0

44

21

Listener

39

22

Value
Clarifier

43

23

Livability
Expert

46

30

Technology
Decoder

41

33

Human Affairs
Specialist

0

*

45

34

Cultural
Coordinator

o

*

O

*

*

O

*

0

*

0

*

0

*
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TABLE

8

TOP FIVE ROLES EXPECTED TO EMERGE IN 50%
OF
THE NATION’S SCHOOLS BY 1980, COMPARED BY
GROUP AND BY VALUE

Date

1980

1980

1980

1980

Role

//8

Teacher with five years
of training

#10 Individual and small
group instructor

#11 Instructor (Intern)

#12 Aide

Order of
occurrence
B 1995

T 1980
TG 1980

B 44th
A 16th
T 21st
TG 25th

B 1990

B 28th

A 1980

A 1985
T 1980
TG 1980
B 1980

#15 Curriculum Specialist

\

A 5th
T 2nd
6 th

TG

A 1980

B 28th
A 7th

T 1980
TG 1980

T 6th
TG 12th

B 1980

B 23rd

A 1980

A 7th

T 1980

T 1st
TG 6 th

TG 1980

1980

Order of

B 1990

A 1980
T 1980

TG 1980

B 1st
A 7th
T 13th
TG 9 th
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A convergence of opinion from the
second to the third round
was found to occur in all but eight
roles.

The amount of convergence

ranged from one to fourteen years, with
an average reduction in inter-

quartile span of 4.1 years.

Those roles with the greatest reduction

were Personnel Coordinator, Instructor/Teacher
Intern, Life-Role
Counselor, and Methods Consultant, each having
an interquartile reduction of ten to fourteen years.
In general,

the position of the median moved slightly
from

later to earlier dates between rounds two and
three, with few roles

seeing changes of more than five years.
E)

Purpose:

Identify the differences in perceptions among

Del P hl P anel members drawn from three different populations.
The limited return by the board members in round three makes
the validity of comparisons among all three groups questionable;

however, sufficient responses from both teachers and administrators

make a comparison between these two groups Xi/orthwhile.
Typically, teachers and administrators had similar responses on
the year a role was expected to emerge.

In twenty-one of the roles

their estimates were the same and in eighteen roles the difference of

opinion amounted to only five years.

The board members responding to

the second and third rounds tended to place the date of emergence for
the roles later than either the administrators or the teachers.

An additional indicator of agreement among the participants was
the spread of the interquartile range on each role.

Twenty-two roles

in this study had small interquartile ranges spreading between five
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and ten years.

Among these were teachers with five years
of training,

instructor/intern, master teacher, media specialist,
lay teacher,
system specialist, and technology decoder to
name only a few.

Those

roles with an interquartile range spreading
fifteen years or over,

indicating a disagreement on the date of emergence,
were aide director,

social/physical coordinator, independent study facilitator,
director of
office tasks, and process consultant.
The value placed on a role by administrators and
teachers,

indicated an average difference of opinion of eight points.

As an

example, the teacher group placed the value of role
#3, trainer of
aides, in eighth place while the administrators placed it in sixteenth

place.

The differences between teachers and the three board members

who responded were much greater, but as a group, it was impossible to
compare the limited number of board member responses with either of the

other two groups.
The final column in questionnaire number three asked the

respondents to give a concise statement concerning the consequence of
each role emerging.

The complete summary of responses to this item

can be found in Appendix
F)

Purpose:

and the results of

a.

F

.

Compare results of the present Delphi surve y

contextual mapping study already completed on

the same topic.

In 1968 a study was undertaken at the Systems Development

Corporation in Santa Monica, California, by Perry

E.

Rosove.

The

purpose of the study was to focus on possible future changes in the
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role of the "teacher".

Rosove selected several long-term social
and

technological trends which are expected to continue
over the next
thirty to fifty years, and, using an extrapolative
method known as

contextual mapping, determined what the possible
consequences would
be for educator roles if the trends were to
continue.

The mapping

process identified ninety-eight different possible future
roles for
educators.

The ninety-eight roles are included in Appendix

G.

Of the forty-six Delphi roles generated, twenty-six were
found to be

duplicated within the ninety-eight roles listed in Rosove
The twenty-six roles are listed on Table 9.

's

report.
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TABLE

9

A COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM STUDIES
USING
THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE AND CONTEXTUAL
MAPPING

Delphi

#1 Instructional leader - Coordinates
all learning for the
school; heads committee of team leaders;
creates an awareness of innovations; coordinates his school
with others in
the district.

Rosove

#32 Master teachers - Those highly qualified
educators who
lead teaching teams and supervise uncredentialed
teachers,
assistant teachers, student teachers, technical
assistants
etc.

Delphi

#2 Personnel coordinator - Manages staff
so that maximum utilization of personnel is effected.

Rosove

#3 Administrators in education - Those educators
trained
comparable to the highest levels in industry and government.

Delphi

#7 Master teacher - Directs the program for three to five
teachers, teacher interns, and lay teachers.

Rosove

#32 Master teachers — Those highly qualified educators who
lead teaching teams and supervise uncredentialed teachers,
assistant teachers, student teachers, technical assistants,
etc.

Delphi

#10 Individual and small group instructor - A teacher who works
best with individual children or small groups.

Rosove

#15 One-to-one tutors - Those with special qualifications who
assist in the education and guidance of unique learners at
opposite ends of the spectrum - the unusually disadvantaged
and the unusually gifted.

Delphi

#11 Instructor

(Teacher intern) - An assistant to the teacher.
This person is in a probationary period before receiving
teacher certification.

Rosove

#33 Student teachers - Those students acquiring a baccalaureate degree with the goal of becoming professional teachers
who assist the learning process under the direction of professionals.
(Note:
This role is not limited to a "teacher's
college" - any liberal arts student would be eligible.)

.
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Delphi

//15 Curriculum specialist - One who
provides leadership in
the development of curriculum; maintains communications
between subject departments and domains of interdisciplinary
studies; assists in "teacher training" activities.

Rosove

//63 Curricula planners and maintainers Those who plan for
changes in curricula and the development of new curricula
in
accordance with developments in science and the shifting
content of occupations.

Delphi

//37 Social /Physical coordinator - Teaching of
practical sports;
lifetime sports; recreation; basic body mechanics; direct
member of the teaching team.

Rosove

#37 Leisure-time teachers - Those who provide instruction in
avocational education programs.

Delphi

#22 Value clarifier - Uses group or individual techniques to
help children become more aware of their attitudes and values;
may help students see a need for a change in certain attitudes
and values.

Rosove

#6 Professors of values - Those professors whose primary concern is integration and transmission of new values.

Delphi

#24 Learning environment manager - One who creates the desired
learning environment through manipulation of time, space,
personnel, and/or community resources to reach prescribed

outcomes
Rosove

#4 Simulation and gaming designers and developers - Those who
create various types of simulation and games used for educational purposes.

Delphi

#25 Independent study facilitator - One who assists students in
independent research, group projects, etc.; is aware of methods
and strategies for small group and independent learning;
skilled in the use of resource materials.

Rosove

#15 One-to-one tutors - Those with special qualifications who
assist in the education and guidance of unique learners at
opposite ends of the spectrum - the unusually disadvantaged
and the unusually gifted.
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Delphi

#26 Community educational coordinator Coordinates activities
within the community to meet the learning
needs
of students.

Rosove

#30 Community curriculum designers Those who develop on-thejob, community action, apprenticeship,
and other types of

learning experiences which occur outside
of formal educational
institutions.

Delphi

#27 Life-Role counselor - Counsels
students in choosing a wav
of life and preparing for that role.

Rosove

#48 Education/Job/Task consultants - Those
who assist learners
at all levels and in all aspects of the
educational network to

bridge the gap between learning phases and
job/task phases.
Delphi

#28 Career skill developer - One who has
specialized salable
skills and the ability to pass these skills and
respect for
such skills on to others.

Rosove

#20 Vocational training-career spanners - Those
who assist
vocational education students bridge the gap between
education

and work.

Delphi

#29 Placement and follow-up coordinator — Works closely
with
the schools and the community in placing young people with

salable skills in successful employment situations.
success of student and program.

Monitors

Rosove

#21 Supervisor/Trainers — Those who provide both supervision
and training for young people in on-the-job learning situations.

Delphi

#31 Personal counselor - Counsel with students on personal and
educational problems, drugs, family problems, etc.

Rosove

#13 Special counselors - Those who advise youth on sexual
behavior and problems of early marriage.

Delphi

#32 Ombudsman - One who interacts to solve problems between
teachers, pupils, parents, and community.

Rosove

#17 "Spanners" - Those who bridge gaps between generations,
administrators and students, teachers and students, higher and
lower classmen, more advanced and less advanced learners, etc.

.

.
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Delphi

//34 Cultural coordinator
(physical and mental) - A person
who coordinates opportunities for students
and staff to
enjoy aesthetic and athletic interaction,
growth and
dialogue

Rosove

//42

Cultural quality educators - Those educators
responsible

for determining the criteria of "cultural
quality" for
relevance to development of pertinent educational

programs.

Delphi

#35 Media specialist - Teaching background or
training;
facilitates use of media; works with children and teachers;
aids in local production of media by teachers and
students.

Rosove

Technical assistants - Those who assist in the learning
process by providing specialized knowledge in the use of
equipment which conveys information such as audiovisual aids,
filmstrips, programmed instruction, etc.

Delphi

#36 Instructional technologist (data processing specialist) One who designs the flow or programming of instructional
packages for self-directed learning. Also develops systems
for record keeping, scheduling, and computer assisted instruction.

Rosove

#81 Information system and data base designers - Those who
create the computer-based libraries, memory banks, data bases,
data retrieval systems.

//25

#91 Computer programmers - Those who translate basic curricula
into programs for computer-assisted instruction (CAI)

Delphi

#38 Simulation expert - One who arranges for simulations by
utilizing the media and natural settings.

Rosove

#5 Simulation and gaming operators - Those who run various
types of educational simulations and games.

Delphi

#39 Continuing education leader - Establishes learning experiences for groups of adults or children who wish to continue
or share their learning experiences.

Rosove

#28 Community education coordinators - Those who coordinate,
plan, and manage multiple and diverse educational programs
serving a community in the local school or learning environment
.

..

.
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Delphi

#40 School community liaison Translates school activities
and keeps the school aware of community
needs
and feelings.
to parents,

Rosove

#27 Community representatives - Those
persons chosen by the
local community to represent the community
in meetings' and
conferences with local educators

Delphi

#42 Research and evaluation specialist Full time work in the
area of cognitive/af f ective instruments/research.

Rosove

#98 Researchers - Those concerned with the
learning process.

Delphi

#43 System specialist - Skilled in system
analysis and
planning

Rosove

#46 System designers - Those who design and
develop man-job/
task matching, computerized systems.

Delphi

#45 Methods consultant - One who assists teachers in
perfecting
their instructional techniques.

Rosove

#62 Demonstration educators - Those teachers who demonstrate
the use of new teaching methods and new subject matter to
other educators.

Delphi

#46 Process consultant - One who assists in facilitating
positive interpersonal relations within teams and with
students

Rosove

#2 Group leaders - Those who conduct learning games, simulations, sensitivity sessions, confrontation groups, interdisciplinary learning and problem solving sessions, etc.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, INTERPRETATION, IMPLICATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter Five will consist of a brief
summary and interpretation
of the data, implications of the study
for various educator groups, and

finally, recommendations for further
research.

Summary
The basic goal of this study was to generate
potentially useful planning information on possible future roles
for educators.

The

six stated purposes of the study were to;
a)

Generate a list of anticipated roles perceived to be
emerging for educators within the next thirty years.

b)

Ascertain what events might cause such roles to emerge.

c)

Project the value of the anticipated roles.

d)

Assess the probable date of emergence for the roles
identified.

e)

Identify the differences in perceptions among Delphi
panel members drawn from three different populations.

f)

Compare results of the present Delphi survey and the
results of a contextual mapping study already completed
on the same topic.

Forty-one participants from nine suburban school districts
across the nation participated in the three-round Delphi study.

The

board members, administrators and teachers taking part in the study
generated 125 possible roles for future educators.

The roles were
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edited down to forty-six roles and
returned to the respondents for

additional information on the expected
date of occurrence, the value
of each role,

and the consequence of each role's
emergence.

A total of

58.9% of the questionnaires were returned.
Roles expected to occur in 50% of the
nation’s schools by the

year 2000 and rated high in value by the
participants included:

indi-

vidual and small group instructors, instructional
and clerical aides,

curriculum specialist, personnel coordinators, team
secretaries, master
teachers, personal counselors, media specialists,
instructional leaders,

scnool /community liaisons, lay teachers, diagnosticians,
process con-

sultants and research and evaluation specialists.
The roles generated in this study were expected to
result from
an increased educator work load,

a need for improved management proce-

dures, better use of instructional talents, more effective
communication,

and the need for individualization of instruction.

The participants considered the most valuable roles to be:

instructional leader, curriculum specialist, trainer of teacher aides,

media specialist, master teacher, lay teacher, team secretary, intern,
aide, diagnostician, and research and evaluation specialist.
to be least valuable were:

Roles seen

listener, livability expert, technology

decoder for students, ombudsman, human affairs specialist, and cultural
coordinator.
Forty of the roles generated were expected to become established
in 50% of the nation's schools between 1980 and the year 2000,

six of

the roles were expected later than the year 2000, and no role was ex-

pected not to emerge at all.
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The responses of teachers and administrators
were similar in
the expected year of emergence but differed
rather markedly in the

rating of each role’s value.

Twenty-six of the roles generated in this Delphi study
were
found to be similar in definition to roles previously
arrived at using
a contextual mapping approach.

Interpretation
Judging from the data generated in this Delphi study, the
participants anticipated several modifications in educator roles
between
now and the year 2000.

The roles generated indicate a breakdown of the

single teacher concept, with a corresponding need for larger numbers
of
support personnel, possibly led by master teachers or team leaders.

The

need to individualize instruction was expected to require the development of more individualized materials by non-credentialed technicians
and specialists.

The participants saw an increasingly complex educa-

tional institution and the need for more talented, and sophisticated

individuals to manage it.

They also forecast a greater number of educa-

tor roles to deal with an expanded community/school relationship.

The roles that the participants generally expected to occur

within the next fifteen years were roles that, for the most part,
would not be considered startling new innovations.

Roles such as

teachers with five years of training, instructional and clerical aides,
interns, and curriculum specialists, are not new educator roles by

most standards.

A few of the roles generated, however, are relatively

recent in their emergence and are being tried by a limited number of
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school systems across the country.

The role of master teacher and the

variety of teaching roles inherent in
differentiated staffing are
examples.

Roles that would likely fall under the category
of ''Futuris-

tic” in nature were not generated in this
study.

Roles that might

result from such science-fiction-like developments
as "intelligence
drugs

direct computer-to-mind learning" or "elite test
tube learners",

,

either were not considered by the participants, or were
eliminated as a
result of the Delphi process.

A possible explanation for the lack of unusual or futuristic
roles may be found in the directions participants were given.

Partici-

pants were asked to focus on "an expansion of the present concept
of

teacher

,

thus defining the parameters within which the perceived roles

might fall.

The participants were not asked to anticipate "futuristic"

roles, but instead, "future" roles. It is likely that the list of roles

would have been quite different if the instructions had been changed to
allow participants free rein in their responses rather than restricting
them to an expansion of present teacher roles.
An additional explanation for the types of roles generated

might be found if one considers the possibility that the roles were net
actually roles of educators in the distant future, but instead, roles
designed to solve present educational needs.

It is probable that the

participants made their judgments about future roles for educators
based upon their knowledge of present educational conditions.

As a

result, the roles generated could possibly be solutions to our present,
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or near future needs, rather than the distant future.

The generating

of roles for the distant future will likely
require more substantial

data about the condition and needs of education in the
future than the

participants presently have.
In addition to the lack of roles that are futuristic in

nature, the omission of a role that deals specifically with the area
of

early childhood education is apparent.

It is somewhat disconcerting to

see such roles as team secretary or media specialist given serious con-

sideration while roles with an early childhood emphasis are not mentioned.

The research being done in this area indicates that at least

half of the child's mental and physical development occurs before he
enters the first grade.

With this in mind, it would seem likely that,

even though the present Delphi study did not so indicate, local public

schools might expand into early childhood programs between now and the

year 2000.
The reason for this omission could possibly lie in the fact
that the list of participants did not include educators presently

dealing in the area of early childhood and those who were participants
did not consider the area important enough to include.

This omission

may give us some insight into the thinking of public school educators
on this topic, but it would be dangerous to generalize from the limited

data available.
At this point,

it

is important to mention that the participants

were basically from middle class suburban school districts with

background and understanding of various differentiated staffing

a strong
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approaches.

This may have weighted the results of the study
heavily

in the direction of roles such as master teacher, aides
and other

hierarchical roles found in the differentiated staffing approach.
Further studies using different sample groups would verify this
possibility.
The events suggested by the participants seem to indicate a

pragmatic view of educational trends and the roles that will be needed
to meet the problems of individualizing instruction.

As one reviews the

consequence statements made by each participant in round three
(Appendix

F)

,

one again finds the same practical, experience-based,

responses evident in the event section of round one.

Board members talk

about the cost of a role versus the benefits derived; administrators

discuss the merits of roles that will remove the day-to-day office
chores so that they can get to the job of instructional leadership; and

teachers echo the value of such roles as aides and specialists in

helping them to individualize.
Few events were suggested that reflected thinking on national
or world trends and their relationship to future educator roles.

Two

events which do go beyond a colonial view, deal with the projected

amount of future leisure time and the problems related to an impersonal

technological society.

No role was seen to be the result of an unex-

pected breakthrough, such as a "computer- to-mind" hook up, or unanticipated advances in "memory drugs".

All events were based either upon

present needs or an anticipated extrapolation of present needs, lending
support to the notion that educators are quite limited in their view of
the future and that fresh insight is necessary before major changes will

be made in our educational structure.
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In only a few cases were there large
differences among the

administrators and teachers in the value placed on a
role.

The exam-

ples that stand out as one looks down the value
column on Table

3

are:

role #2, personnel coordinator, this person’s task would
be to manage
the staff to gain maximum utilization; role
#19,

prescription^

,

a job

designed to diagnose learning problems; role #20, a resource
person,

who would aid the independent learner; and role #42, the research
and
evaluation specialist.
Teachers placed role #2, personnel coordinator, thirty- third
in value while administrators felt it was valuable enough to be placed
it:

sixteenth place.

Teachers placed the value of role #19, prescrip—

tionist, in second place and the administrators ranked the role in

twenty-eighth place.

The same difference of opinion was evident in

role #20 when teachers placed the role of resource person tenth and

administrators put it second from the bottom at forty-fourth.

The

role of research and evaluation specialist was seen to be much more

valuable by administrators who placed it in first place, while teachers
considered the role to be twenty-first in value.
Several other lesser differences in value were evident, as

well as agreement on the value of many roles.

There was agreement

between teachers and administrators on the value of role #6, team
secretary;

role #7, master teacher; role #10, individual and small

group instructor; role #11, instructor; and role #35, media specialist,
to name only those which were placed high in value.
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A large difference of opinion was evident between
the three
board members that responded and the teacher/administrator
group.

In

several roles such as the master teacher, aide, and career
skill developer, board members were twenty points or more away from
teachers and

administrators in their ranking of the role’s value.

Additional re-

sponses by board members on the final round would have made comparisons

interesting and worthwhile.

A look at the roles mentioned above indicates that participants
had a noticeable tendency to place higher values on those roles that

would embellish their present role or in some way make it less difficult.
The number of years between 10% of the schools adopting a role
and 50% of the schools adopting the same role, ran between five and

twenty years with an average span of 11.8 years.

The variation among

10% and 50% estimates made by the combined group of board members, ad-

ministrators, and teachers ranged from zero to fifteen years in both
the second and third rounds.

On the average, in both rounds two and

three, the board members who responded expected the roles to occur

about five years later than the other two groups.
As stated in Chapter Four,

there was a convergence of 4.1

years in the interquartile range between round two and round three.

It

is typical for a convergence of this amount to take place after the

medians of the initial estimates are returned to the participants.

Prior Delphi studies have shown that only minor variations occur after
the second estimation, and continued re-estimation does not prove to be

worthwhile.

This convergence of opinion amounted to a median change of

.
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4.5 years, which was not significant enough to indicate
any major shift
by the groups involved, even though individuals
may have made final

estimates that were twenty years away from their
original estimates.

In

almost all cases where there was a shift of the median,
it was from a

later to an earlier date.
Six rather unique roles were placed very low in value and
were
not expected to emerge until later than the year 2000:

role #21,

listener, a role designed to hear the verbal and non-verbal messages
of
students; role #23, a livability expert, whose purpose is to provide

optimum knowledge and resources for a total living concept; role #30,
technology decoder for students, one who assists students that are confused by the "system"; role #33, human affairs specialist, a person who

facilitates dialogue between students and staff on evolving social
issues; role #34, cultural coordinator, a role similar in many respects
to role #33,

is designed to bring students and staff together to enjoy

aesthetic and athletic interaction; and value clarifier, role #22,
designed to help children become more aware of their attitudes and
values

A common strand runs through all six of these roles; each

is a

role that brings people together on a somewhat intimate, person-to-

person basis.

There is no impression of manipulation or superior-

subordinate relationship;

each role is designed to do just what every-

one presently expects the exceptional teacher to do when he or she moves

beyond the basic instructional skills.

While it is disturbing to see

important roles such as these relegated to the least valuable positions
and not expected to emerge until after the year 2000, comments made by
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the participants covering these roles may
help to clarify the reasons.

Many of the participants who placed a low
value on these roles, stated
that they felt a separate role for listener,
value clarifier, etc.,

would be very harmful and it should remain a
normal part of every
educator's responsibility, not just a selected few.
It was interesting to note that many of the roles
suggested in

the Delphi study were also found in Rosove's contextual
mapping study.
Of the forty-six Delphi roles generated, twenty-six were
found to be

duplicated within the ninety-eight future roles listed in Rosove's
report.

This duplication is important because it gives added validity

to the overlapping roles.

The contextual mapping study was conducted

solely by Rosove, who had an excellent working knowledge of possible
future trends; his roles, however, lacked the critical analysis of

practitioners in the field.

The present Delphi study, on the other

hand, has generated a list of roles which, by virtue of the Delphi

process, have been analyzed by practitioners, yet these roles were not

generated by participants with
trends.

a

working knowledge of probable future

This duplication of roles helps to combine the specialized

knowledge of the individual with the critical perceptions of a group.
In addition, many of the methodological weaknesses in the two

approaches balance each other out.
The duplicated roles indicate several common areas of agree-

ment about the future.

First, there will likely be a continued growth

in school/community relationships.

of such roles as ombudsman,

This is supported by the emergence

school/community liaison, community educa-

tion coordinators and other roles calling upon the talents of community
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people without "formal teaching credentials".

Second, a move toward

the greater individualization of
instruction seems to be taken as a

basic assumption about the future, and a
variety of supporting roles

will emerge to help facilitate this.

Such roles as individual tutors,

simulation specialists, media assistants, and
computer assisted instruction programmers will help educators meet the
task of individualizing

instruction, and will undoubtedly make the job more
complex.

This new

complexity will, in turn, demand more sophisticated and
well- trained
educators.

Both studies take note of this need to provide better

qualified educators and they forecast roles to help meet the
challenge.
Finally, both studies reveal a continuing need for personnel
skilled in
the areas of systems analysis, planning, research, and evaluation.

Scenario
At this point it may be helpful to place the roles generated

into context by examining what a school of 1995 might look like.

To do

this, only those roles that were rated by the participants to be in the
top ten in value will be considered.

The scenario will be presented

through the eyes of a visitor.
The school of 1995 is designed with one broad goal in mind:

to

provide an education that meets the needs of each individual learner.
With the individualization of instruction as a goal since the 1960's,
public education began to make the organizational changes necessary in
the late 1970' s,

and those with four-year teaching degrees began taking

positions as aides and assistant instructors to gain the experience

necessary to break into the highly competitive educational field.
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Over the years the value of these roles became
increasingly evident
and by 1995 the role had become an integral part
of over 50% of the

nation's public schools.
All clerical and instructional aides as well as various

parent and community volunteers are given training for their
work from
an aide trainer who is employed on a consultant basis from
the local

college.

As the number of aides in the schools increased, it was
found

that a great deal more value could be derived if aides were
given the

proper instruction.

The instructional aides work with individuals or

small groups of children at the direction of the master teacher or

instructional leader.
The role of the curriculum specialist was also established in
the early 1980's.

The purpose of the role was to provide leadership

in the development of curriculum and to assist in teacher training

activities.

This role was an extension of the role formerly known as

the department chairman.

During the early years when movement toward

management by objectives and accountability made their first inroads,
it became increasingly evident that the elementary or secondary school

principal could not provide teachers with the assistance necessary in
all curriculum areas.

As a result, people who would normally have been

department chairmen or assistant principals began to take on the

necessary curriculum responsibilities.
Moving through the building we can sense that the center of

instructional responsibility rests with the master teacher, whose job
is to coordinate the human and material resources of the school in such
a

manner that optimum instruction is available for each student.

The
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master teacher works very closely with the
diagnostician, counselor
and media specialist to meet student needs.

In schools where there is

more than one master teacher, the coordination
of specialists such as
the diagnostician and media specialist is handled
by the building

instructional leader.
While these roles have been a part of the education
scene
since the early 1970's, it was not until the years
between 1985 and
1990 that they became accepted roles in 50% of the schools.

The delay

was caused by early problems with role definition, acceptable
salary

differentiation, and the lack of properly trained personnel.
The school of 1995 has a variety of personnel with unique

talents that include:

media specialist, research and evaluation

specialist, methods consultants, school/community liaison personnel,
and community education coordinators.

In many of the larger school

systems these are individual roles with one or more persons assigned
to a job description.

In the smaller school districts, however, two

or more of these roles will likely be assigned to a single person.
In the late 1980 's a renewed emphasis was placed upon a strong

school/community relationship.
events.

This emphasis was the result of two

First, a reaction was heard from taxpayers who felt they were

not being kept abreast of the modern educational trends and whose past

experience base did not equip them to understand newer educational
methods.

Second,

the Federal Government began to play a larger role

in the apportionment of education funds and it required schools to

provide the public with information on a variety of concerns.
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One approach that resulted in better
school /community relationships,

involved using the community for educational
purposes.

The

person that arranges these experiences
for students is the community
educational coordinator.

The role of community educational
coordina-

tor was an outgrowth of experiments in
several parts of the nation that

began to tap into the rich resources of the
community.

Programs in

Philadelphia, Chicago, Minneapolis, and Berkley,
California, were
leaders

m

this area.

The coordinator's responsibility is to seek
out

situations in the community that will prove to be
valuable to certain
groups of students.

The students then move from the central instruc-

tional area into the community for various lengths
of time.

There

they gain instruction from lay teachers in a variety
of work specialities

.

This brief look at educator roles in the school of 1995 may

serve to place the roles into a context from which the implications
for educator groups will become more apparent.

Implications for Various Educator Groups
Implications resulting from this study involve schools of
education, present school teachers and administrators, and policy
makers, as well as planners and researchers dealing with future edu-

cational problems.
One of the basic categories of events expected to cause roles
to emerge in this study was the need for individualization of instruc-

tion.

The increased emphasis on individualization could result in the

need for both organizational changes and role changes.

The partici-
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pants in this study saw a movement toward
specialization to meet
the individual needs of learners.

This specialization will, in turn,

result in the need for the retraining of present
educators to meet new
role definitions.
Schools of education will likely feel the impact of
specialization in several ways.

The study indicates that greater, numbers of non-

professionals will be needed to assist master teachers and
other
professionals in the learning process.

Most educational institutions

at present do not have programs that provide for the training
needs of

those who do not need or do not want a four-year teaching degree.

In

some instances programs are being established under the Educational

Professional Development Act to train clerical and instructional aides
for classroom work, but the number of such programs is limited.

With

the present cut— back in the need for teachers with four— year degrees,

programs designed for the certification of non-degree specialists

would seem to be both valuable and appropriate.
The results of this study have a number of implications for

teachers and the teaching profession.

New organizational approaches

and the variety of roles that will likely accompany the approaches will

require a great deal of in-service training for those who seek new
roles.

This re-education process will need to be more precisely

defined and directed than the present endless lists of unrelated
course work which is often called professional in-service work.

The

redefinition of some educator roles and the addition of others may also
have an impact on the status of education as a career.

At present,
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there is only one basic role definition
and this usually means that if
one would like to work with children, he
must decide to be a full-

time classroom teacher.

Roles for those who would like less respon-

sibility than is required of a classroom teacher
or who would prefer
to work fewer hours, have never been
available,

of roles may make this possible.

and the redefinition

The emergence of new roles in

specialized areas will also likely result in a greater
number of job

opportunities for those interested in education as a career
but find
today's job market very tight.

Although the change in role for administrators is likely to
be very gradual,

the study does indicate a move toward the separation

of instructional leader responsibilities from those of a building

manager.

This separation will again result in the need for retraining

of those in present administrative roles and a closer look at the

possible need for reorganization of administrative programs at the
college level.
As the movement toward specialization and reorganization

occurs,

those policy makers and planners at the district level will

need to do a more effective job of planning to use their personnel to
the best advantage.

As changes occur, the specific definition of each

role and its relationship with other roles will be important to establish.

What,

for instance, is the relationship between instructional

leaders and building managers or clerical and instructional aides?

Differentiation of salary, as well as role, is also likely to raise
some important questions.
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The types of roles generated in this
study tend to support the

notion that educators are somewhat
reluctant to deviate markedly from
the present direction.

There is no question, of course, that
more

serious evaluation of our educational system
is now taking place than
ever before, but the type of bold thinking
that is necessary for major

changes does not seem to be evident among the
data generated in this
study.

The results would seem to imply that a great
deal more consi-

deration and attention must be given by policy makers
and planners to
possible alternative futures.
The future holds many challenges for educators, and
the

degree to which the changes and implications are understood
will

determine the value and fate of our educational institution.

Recommendations
For a Delphi study of this nature to provide more accurate

information on educator roles of the year 2000 and beyond,
process might be more appropriate.

a two stage

In the first stage of the study a

group of experts with knowledge of future trends in such areas as
technology, societal needs, environmental conditions and various

other topics might forecast likely trends from their points of view.
In the second stage, a group of experts in education could use the

data generated by the first group to make forecasts of possible educator roles for the distant future.

Using this two-stage process the

talents of each expert group might be used to make forecasts that could
not have been made by either group in isolation.

A study of this

nature could easily be initiated using data already available from

.
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Delphi studies conducted by the Institute
for the Future (de Brigard
and Helmer 1970).

Their studies deal with a variety of topics
from

future technology to population trends, and could
act as first stage
data which educators might then use to generate long
term educational

forecasts
One important limitation of this study was the lack
of an

organizational framework from which to speculate about future
educator
roles.

A follow-up study, or series of studies, might be undertaken
to

determine what roles, and advantages would occur from various types
of

organizational structures.

For instance, what future roles might

emerge from a Differentiated Staffing framework other than the typical

master teacher to intern roles now being considered?

What roles

might emerge from a totally self-paced, computerized, continuous progress approach?

What future educator roles might emerge from an

integrated day/apprenticeship approach, where the school day is looked
at as a total experience rather than a series of separate and unrelated

experiences, a program where learners are expected to do useful work as
a part of their learning experience.

Each of these organizational

frameworks would require educators to assume different roles in relation to the learner.

One probably would find that the present study

has not even scratched the surface of possible future educator roles.

A third recommendation for further study would be to consider
different sample groups other than those used in the present Delphi
study.

A comparison of data between young and old, suburban and urban,

or groups with various racial,

cultural or economic backgrounds would

provide valuable additional data on the differences or absence of

differences in perceptions.

,
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Conclusion
In retrospect, one must ask how schools
will change if the

roles suggested in this study are implemented.

Will the schools

change enough to meet the increasingly complex
societal needs that are

already becoming so evident?

Will the new roles help to educate for

empathy, compassion, trust, nonexploitiveness

,

nonmanipulativeness

for self-growth and self-esteem, for tolerance of
ambiguity, for

acknowledgement of error, for patience, for suffering?" (Michael,
1968,
p.

109)

Will they help educate for the skills of reasoning, planning,

and communicating?

Perhaps, as Drucker (1969) would say, we are frit-

tering away our energies on "desperate efforts to keep yesterday
going
a little longer."

[p.

44]

A passage from Alvin Toffler (1970) may give us a more optimistic note with which to end:
In dealing with the future, at least for the purposes at
hand, it is more important to be imaginative and insightful
than to be one hundred per cent "right".
Theories do not
have to be "right" to be enormously useful.
Even error has
its uses.
The maps of the world drawn by the medieval cartographers were so hopelessly inaccurate, so filled with
factual error, that they elicit condescending smiles today
when almost the entire surface of the earth has been charted.
Yet the great explorers could never have discovered the New
World without them. Nor could the better, more accurate
maps of today been drawn until men, working with the limited
evidence available to them, set down on paper their bold
conceptions of worlds they had never seen [p. 7].

The purpose of this Delphi study was to determine what future

educator roles might emerge within the next thirty years, but predicting
the future is,

of course,

an impossible task,

and the real value of

this study is found in the knowledge one gains about the participants
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and about himself.

It is hoped that the information
resulting from

this study will be valuable to planners
and policy makers and that

others will see the value of making an
organized and concerted effort
to explore and investigate possible
educational futures.
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APPENDIX A

LETTER TO PROJECT DIRECTORS
REQUESTING THE NAMES OF POSSIBLE
PARTICIPANTS FOR THE DELPHI STUDY
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r

Leadership Training Institute for
School
Personnel (SPU)
Utilization

Program

W ALLEN
DIRECTOR

DWIGHT

.
.

1*1 5-54V02U)

RICHARD J CLAPK
STATE DIRECTOR
(413-S4S-0941)

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
university of Massachusetts

March 15, 1971

AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 0'002

Dear:
The SPU-LTI is endorsing a research effort by Don Waldera that
will
consider some of the anticipated roles of educators within the
next thirty
years. The study will use the Delphi Technique to solicit the
opinions of a
variety of administrators, teachers, and school board members who are
presently dealing with the problems of effective staff utilization. The
study is designed to answer the following questions: What are some
of the
anticipated roles emerging for educators within the next thirty years; what
events might occur to necessitate such roles emerging; how important are the
roles to future learners; what are the probable dates of emergence for
the roles identified; and, how do administrators, teachers, and board members
differ in their perceptions of the future? We feel the study will be of
value to all who are seriously considering the shape of future education,
and of particular interest to SPU projects.

The study will involve a group of approximately forty-five (45) participants, and your assistance in helping us compile a list of teachers and
board members would be most helpful. Would you please suggest the names of
five classroom teachers, and two school board members within your project
who you feel would be valuable Delphi panel participants.
From the names
you suggest a random group of participants will be contacted by the SPU
office for participation in the study. The total time commitment for panel
members will be approximately two hours over a two month period.
In an effort to expedite the selection of the participants, Mr. Waldera
will call you within the next few days to get a list of names, school
addresses, and phone numbers from you or your secretary.
If you have
questions about the study, he will be happy to answer them at that time.

Sincerely,

Richard J. Clark, Jr.

A PROGRAM OF:
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION ANO WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

U.S.

V.

APPENDIX B

LETTER REQUESTING PARTICIPATION IN
THE STUDY AND QUESTIONNAIRE
NUMBER ONE

:
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Leadership Training Institute for
School
Personnel
Utilization

(SPU)

Program

W ALLEN
OIRECTOR

DWIGHT

(413-545-0233)

RICHARO J CLAPK
STAFF OIRECTOR
(413-545-0941)

SCHOOL OF EOUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

April 16,1971

AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01002

Dear
The School Personnel Utilization Project (SPU)
located at the
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, is a federally
funded
project established by the U.S. Office of Education to assist in the
more
effective utilization of school personnel. SPU is presently conducting
a Delphi study dealing with Che future roles of
educators, and we would
like to invite you to participate in this study along with forty-five
other administrators teachers, and school board members across the nation.
,

,

The stuay will solicit your opinions on; future educator roles, events
that may cause new roles to emerge, and the importance of these new roles
to future learners.
We shall use the Delphi Technique to gather and
refine our data. The Delphi Technique was developed by Olai Helner and
his colleagues at the Rand Corporation, and is intended to use the informed
intuitive judgment of experts without bringing them together in a faceto-face confrontation.
Contact is generally mace with the participants
through successive questionnaires, each round of questions being designed
to produce more carefully considered group opinions.
In this study
participants will be asked to respond to four questionnaires over a two
month period, resulting in a total of approximately three hours of
involvement.
While' the procedure has been typically used to predict long-range
developments in defence, business, and science, we feel it can be
used successfully to aid educators in making sound plans for the future.
Your v lev/ point will be most valuable in this study and we would sincerely
appreciate your assistance. The questionnaire for round one is attached.

Sincerely yours,

Don R. W3ldera
Research Fellow
A PROGRAM OF:

U S DEPARTMENT CF HEALTH. EOUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

.
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*

QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER

ONF.

Name

.

Teacher
Elem.
Administrator
Sec.
Board Member
Corrected address, if different
from the envelope this form
came in.

It seems likely that the present concept of
"teacher" will expand during
the next thirty years much as it has in the past twenty.
The role of the
educator has expanded in a variety of directions from
teacher of the "three
R 8" to sex educator, media specialist, team leader, driving
instructor,
counselor, etc. Whether these are roles that educators should
be engaged in
is a question that many may ask, but expansion of the
"teacher's" role is
almost certain to continue. The question we would like you to
consider is:
do you anticipate will emerge for ed ucators within the next
iMr.ty yearsj When answering this question, please focus primarily on an
expansion of the concept of "teacher".

Enter the roles you anticipate in the spaces provided, then give a
one
sentence description of the role as you perceive it. Finally, give a
brief
explanation of the future event or events that you think may necessitate
such a role emerging. Do not feel that you must put the roles in any
chronological order, or that you are restricted to only the number of spaces
provided

days.

Your promptness will be greatly appreciated.

Thank you.

EXAMPLE
Role

Role Description

Media Instructor

One who assists learners in the use of various
types of technical media, and in the evaluation
of media presentations.

Event Necessitating This Role

The continued and expanded development of media technology.

* Names will not be used in published tabulations.
** One of the strengths of the Delphi Technique is that the participants
remain anonymous.
Since you may come into contact with others
participating in this study, it would be helpful if you did not discuss
the study with them until all four questionnaires have been completed.
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ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

EVENT NECESSI1 ATING THIS ROLE

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

EVENT NECESS tTATING THIS ROLE

APPENDIX

C

TOTAL LISTING OF ROLES GENERATED
IN THE FIRST ROUND OF THE STUDY
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TOTAL LISTING OF ROLES GENERATED
IN THE FIRST ROUND OF THE STUDY

The following roles were generated by board
members, teachers,
and administrators during the first round of
this study.

The roles

are listed by group with the first letter
indicating the group that

generated the role.

Ippleraentor of Terminal Objectives - One who translates
and implements the behavioral and instructional objectives of
a district.
Event - With the need for evaluation, teachers must
interpret and
effect the goals and objectives of the district.
B2)

Supervisor of Technical Assistants - Directs the preparation
of
media materials and lays our work for resource clerks, aides,
etc.
Event - Expanded availability of teaching materials and involvement of para-professionals.
Recognition of a shift away from
reading as a primary means of presenting information.

B3) Trainer of Teacher Aides - Instructs para-professionals and/or
aides
as helpers in classrooms, media centers, etc.
Event - Supplements
professional staff and allows more time to reach rather than performing clerical tasks.
B4)

Inter-personal relations and Communications Coach - Coaches students
on how to get along with others.
Event - International travel
doubled by reductions in transportation. Time and cost by subsidized S.S.T. aircraft.
International television programs readily
available to the general public through tel-star type direct transmission.
Recognition of the general public’s role in international
relations.
Increased international business and professional mobility permitted by lowered trade barriers and visa requirements.

B5) Teaching Team member/leader - Member or leader of a teaching group.
Event - Demand for in-depth knowledge in such a wide variety of
subjects, that one person cannot contribute in all fields.
B6) Master Teacher - Directs the program for three to five teachers,
teacher interns and lay teachers. Event - to better utilize the
talents of gifted teachers, also provide a means to establish

salaries that reflect ability.
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B7) lg.a_c. her “ Same as present except that planning
would be more
directly supervised by Master Teacher. Event - This
step is
needed to improve the effectiveness of a teacher by
more direct

supervision.

B8) L arg e Grou£ Instructors - Teachers with special
talents in the
area of large group dynamics.
Event - Recognizing teacher competence and using instructors to best advantage.
B9) Individual Instructor - Teacher who works best with individual
child or small groups.
Event - Recognizing teacher competence

and using instructors to best advantage.
BIO) Teacher Int ern — Assist teacher with educational problems by providing more individualized instruction. Event - Students seeking
degrees in education need more experience in what being a teacher
really means before their last year of college.

BH)

Sub j ect Specialist — One who helps design, develop, and implement
curriculum with expertise and specialization in academic disciplines.
Event - The need to use teachers where their specific
strengths can be best utilized.

B12) Curriculum Developer — One who is involved in a continuous process
of upgrading curriculum so that it is a means to an end, not an
end in itself.
Event - The changing demands of society for better
trained persons and the knowledge explosion.
B13) Curriculum Planner - Works with other teachers in developing
learning pacs, etc.
Event - Teachers are specialists who should
provide the expertise to develop curriculum and make work relevant
to learning.
B14) Diagnostician of Learners Modes of Learning - One who diagnoses,
prescribes, contracts, treats and makes assessment of learners
modes of learning.
Event - The need for the learner and the
instructor to understand the best way to teach each individual.

B15) Resource Specialists - Assists other teachers and learners in
selecting, developing, implementing, coordinating and evaluating
available resource within the school district area.
Event Continued expansion of resources.
B16) Listener - One who hears both the verbal and the non-verbal,
particularly the latter, messages of the students. Event - The
importance of the individual and his right to a full life which
comes when he is taken seriously as a person.
B17) Personal Counselor - Counsel with students on personal and educaEvent - Stress and strain of moderntional problems, drugs, etc.
day world.

.
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B18) R -™ an Relatlons Specialist - One
who deals with each student as an
individual helping him or her to develop the highest
potential
which he or she possesses.
Event - The increasingly impersonal
nature of society, which tends to dehumanize
adults and children
-

-

B19) Video Ta^e Operator - One who can use
video tape in teaching, par
ticularly in enabling students to de-brief experiences
they share
with each other.
Event - The availability of V.T.R. equipment,
coupled with the contribution it can make in
self-understanding
for those who are exposed to it.

B20) Technological Expert - One who is both aware of
and able to creatively use the many contributions technology is making to
education.
Event - The continuing and expanding development of all
kinds of technological equipment for educators to use in teaching.
B21) Technology Instructor - Non-credentialed persons teaching
subjects
related to changing technology
Event - Continued computerization
and changing media.
.

B22) Communi tv Liaison — Visit homes and improve community's relations
with parents.
Event — Breakdown of home, apathy of community

toward education.
B23) La Y Teacher - Part-time professional people and craftsmen to relate
the real world of work and thought to education.
Event - To bring
the school closer to the parents and taxpayers

B24) Researcher - One who reviews available material and selects the
most appropriate for a particular student or group.
Event Multiplicity of sources for educational material. Course outlines
must be changed more frequently.
Textbooks become obsolete as
primary source of information for students.
B25) Diagnostician and Researcher /Individualized Learning - Diagnose
pupils' educational needs and prescribe subject matter to meet
these needs.
Event - Traditional format of presentation of
material can be more effectively done by technology.

B26) Upgrader of Professional Peers - One committed to the profession
of teaching so that he works with his peers to develop standards
and methods of professional self-discipline.
Event - Society's
increasingly strong demand for accountability from the teaching

profession.
B27) Life-Role Counselor /Analyst - Counsels students in choosing a goal
Event - Multiplicity of
of life and preparing for that role.
Breakdowns of
choices of vocations that are rapidly changing.
father-son and mother-daughter occupational insights, caused by
increased complexity of work functions and ''shop talk," enforced

.
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secrecy by government and other employers, and
enormously
expanded opportunities for women and minority ethnic
groups
who have no tradition to follow. Shift in emphasis
from financial
reward to self-satisfaction in careers: less
emphasis on "need to
earn a living" and more emphasis on need to
contribute to society.
Major events— effective non-discrimination in
employment and
guaranteed income or life support.
B28) Tutor - One who spends considerable time with
individual students
with responsibility for their personal overall learning
program.
Event - The knowledge explosion: The difficulty of
establishing
in-depth relationships with the large number of specialists
involved in the educational process and the overwhelming
number
of choices available.
Tl) Instructional Leader (not administration) - Coordinates
all
learning for school; heads committee of team leaders; creates
an
awareness of innovation; coordinates his school with others in
district, assists with teaching techniques; organizes in-service;
s ^aff an d program evaluation.
Event - Changes in school structure.
T2) Personnel Coordinator - Manages staff so that maximum utilization
of personnel is effected.
Event - The formal differentiation of
school staffs.
T3) Aide Director - One who manipulates adult help in the school to
provide relief for teachers with clerical, production and management problems.
Event - 1) An increasing awareness of the need to
help teachers with the work load; 2) Increased financial problems
of school (enables teachers to meet load)
T4) Instructional Director - One who directs and manages an individualized learning system with the assistance of para-professionals
and intern teachers.
Event - The desire to deploy pupils for
instruction based on individual learning needs while others

pursue self-directed learning with minimal instructional help.
T5) Team Coordinator - Is aware of the needs and abilities of his team
members, is able to communicate these needs and ideas to other
coordinators and administrators.
Event - Team teaching awareness of the importance of communication and cooperation
among teachers and administration.
T6) Team Leader

(Master Teacher) - Coordinates team scheduling;
facilitates planning of units with teachers; coordinates his team
with others in the school; facilitates use of resources; portion
of time spent in actual teaching; suggests appropriate teaching
techniques.
Event - Movement away from the self-contained
classroom.

.
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Lf-ader ~ An experienced teacher who helps new teachers in
academic areas.
A person who can aid experienced teachers,
also
gather materials, etc. Writes behavioral
objectives for each
week s activities happening in her team. Event The expansion
of materials and a need to have a central
person other than the
principal to pull it all together.

T8) Teaching Member of Team - Facilitator of learning;
cooperates in
planning units of study with other members of team and
students;
works with evaluation of program and students; resource
person
to the learner; communicates with parents.
Event - Movement
away from the self-contained classroom.
T9)

Implementor - One who implements given learning sequences and
assesses student performance as a result of the experience.
Event - Availability of multiple programs and approaches in and
to a given curriculum area.

HO) Individualized

Instruc tor — Develop individual student packets to
meet a specific student's need.
Event - The continuing need to
meet individual differences.

Til) Curriculum Innovator - Develops individual curricula to meet the
needs of individual learners.
Event - Individualization of
learning by total school districts.
T12) Curriculum Specialist - One who provides leadership in the development of curriculum and maintains communications between subject
departments and domains of interdisciplinary studies. Assists in
"Teacher Training" activities.
Event - Differentiated staffing
proj ects

T13) Instructional Consultant - One who promotes the interdisciplinary
aspects of curriculum development and implementation.
Event The development of curriculum domain growing out of interdisciplinary studies.

T14) Social-Physical Coordinator - Teaching of practical sports (lifetime sports, recreation and basic body mechanics); direct member
of teaching team.
Event - More leisure time; the needs of
children.

T15) Educational Diagnostician - Teachers who will correctly identify
reasons for non-performance of student. Event - Continued
dropout problems. We have too long been guessing why students
are not successful.
T16) Analyst - Testing of children's abilities and needs; more sophisticated grouping of youngsters in areas of study; maintains
parental contact.
Event - Movement toward individualiz tion of
education.
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T17) Diagnostician - Be knowledgeable of
testing and other evaluating
tools to assess the child's needs and
progress. Event Individualized education - stress on individual's
needs, interests
and abilities.

T18) L earning Counselor - One who evaluates
the assessments of a student s performance and counsels the student
about his future
learning sequences.
Event - The use of staff personnel to implement given learning programs.

—nA-i-vidual

Study and Design Techniques Specialist - Be aware
of
methods and strategies for small group and independent
learning.
Be familiar with materials and equipment to aid in
individualized
education, and use of resource materials. Be sympathetic
with
students.
Event - Non-graded grouping, multiaged classrooms, and
a continuous progress philosophy:
the necessity for individualized study.

"L20)

Resource Person - Be aware of materials, resources, and methods
for aiding the independent learner.
Event - independent learning
increased stress on exploration, inquiry, investigation, and
experimentation.

T21) Value Clarifier - Uses group or individual techniques to help
children become more aware of their attitudes and values; may
help students see a need for a change in certain attitudes and
values.
Event - The needs of children.

T22) Learning Experience Designer (Educational Prescriptionists) - An
individual who specializes in design of curriculum experience to
make school more meaningful to students.
Event - 1) Ever
increasing behavioral problems in schools, resulting in dropouts;
2) The trend to individual instruction insists we have wide
range of possibilities in every discipline.
T23) Independent Study Facilitator - One who assists students to
independent research, group projects, etc., and gives assistance
and instruction in library skills.
Event - The changing curriculum directed toward individualized instruction.

T24) Community Resource Coordinator - One who works with teachers and
students helping to bring in specialists from the community,
arranging field trips, and finding materials not in school
libraries.
Event - The increasing demand to get students out
into the real world and to involve specialists for a short time
directly in the classroom.

.
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Community Educational Coordinator - Coordinate
activities within
the community to meet the learning needs
of students.
Event The removal of the concept that students
must spend a specific
number of hours inside a school building to
meet educational
needs or standards imposed by "experts".

T26) Relevance Specialist - One who counsels
and teaches students who
have troubles relating to school. Helps the student
choose
classes^ in school and then sees that the student sees
a "real
working" person who is employed using the same skills.
Event The increasing demand that education must be relevant.
The
move toward more emphasis on career education and the
non-coliege
bound.
T27) Therapeutic Counselor - One who analyzes the social
emotional
hangups related to learning problems - in-class counselor.
Event Increased seriousness of pupil problems that may be personal and
non-school related, but do contribute to learning problems.

T28) Counselor - Works with students and teachers; assists students
and
teachers with attitudes and values; maintains an "open door" to
students, teachers, and parents.
Event — The needs of students,
parents, and teachers.
T2 9) Presentation/Design Production Specialist - Be aware of the capabilities of the software and hardware in the IMC. Be familiar
with methods and strategies for large group production and instruction.
Event - Team teaching and the use of the Instructional
Materials Center.
Be familiar with lighting, acoustics, and group

dynamics
T30) Media Specialist - Gather resource materials and direct aides to
put in working order for teachers.
Event - As we try to individualize instruction, more materials are in use and a full time
person is needed to see that materials are ordered and used to the
best advantages by teachers.
T31) A-V Specialist - One who handles all A-V materials in IMC.
Instructs students in proper usage of machines and helps students
order materials.
Event - Multi-media approach needed for an
individualized curriculum.
T32) Instructional Technologist - One who designs the flow or programming of instructional packages for self-directed learning.
Event - Increased use of individualized learning.
T33) Instructional Programmer - Individualized instruction programmed
Event - The continuing need to meet
through the computer.

individual differences.

.
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T34) Media Specialist - Teaching background
or training; facilitates
use of media; video tape; works with children
and teachers; aids
in local production of media by teachers
and students.
Event Expanded technology; emphasis on individualization
of education.
T35) Unit Learning Leader - Establishes learning
experiences, both
human and non-human, for groups of people (adults
and/or children)
who wish to continue or share their learning experiences.
Event Schools becoming community oriented, rather than age
oriented,
learning centers.

Researcher - Be aware of new programs and capable of evaluating
them.
Understand the method of evaluation and the language of
research.
Event - Innovative programs, with new programs developing and new ideas and materials being incorporated in the
schools constant evaluation and research is going on.
^37) Methods Specialist — Assists teachers in perfecting their instructional techniques, uses various instruments to analyse teachers
and give feedback for the improvement of instruction.
Event The increasing complexity of the teaching act and the constant

demand to continue to improve instructional methods.
T38) Evaluation Technimator - One who designs test scoring devices
and systems for quick and efficient test analysis.
Event Increased use of frequent testing for diagnostic and prescription
and the need for immediate feedback for self-directed learner

evaluations
T39) Chemical Supervisor - One who uses a particular process in the
development of a teacher who is self-directive and capable of
analyzing his teaching behavior. Will work half time at university
and half time at high school.
Event - The need for a more cooperative effort on the part of the University Supervisor and the
classroom supervising teacher to bring about behavioral changes
in student teachers.
T40) Consultant - Be capable of informing others of methods and
techniques in one specific subject area. Be responsible for
one type of situation.
Event - Specialization - teachers are
finding the value in being an "expert" in a specific area.
Al) Director of Instruction and Learning - Presently the principal is
attempting to fulfill this role as well as the role of executive
Event - Director of instruction
secretary or business manager.
and learning would help with identification of problems, interests

generally after doing a "needs assessment" of
individuals before stating purposes to be achieved by the child,
would help with selection of methods, processes, resources,
evaluation and interpretation.
and talents

.
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^°

1/Comm unity Translator - A person charged
with the responsibilaty of translating "now" curriculum
and events to parents
who feel completely out of touch with
the new world.
Event e gap between what parents experienced
in schools and what
their kids are going to experience.

d irector

of O ffice Tasks - This person
(business manager, executive secretary, etc.) would be responsible
for all purchasing
requests, inventories, attendance, entrants,
withdrawals, communication by letters; actually all office work
that is now
being done by secretary and principal.
Event - Too much of
a principal s time is spent in
non-professional tasks that
should have been done by a classified person.
The certified
educator (principal) should be involved with tasks
that make a
difference to the way the child and the teachers
perform.

A4) Team Secretary - Secretarial assistance to
team.
Event Increased work and demands on teacher in team teaching.
A5) Master Teacher - One who possesses unique teaching
skills;
develops and produces audio tapes, TV tapes, etc. Event Age of specialization.

A6)

"Lead" Teacher - Responsible for and to a team of teachers who
respond to the individual needs of students. This lead teacher
is basically accountable for the proficiency level the
team
reaches in the field of diagnosis and prescription as it relates
to day to day student successes.
Event - The inability of
administrators to perform as integral parts of teaching teams
or families and thus their lack of being "accountable" for team
diagnosis and prescription.

A7) Master T eacher - One so adept at preceding skills or roles that
he directs activities of cooperating teachers, aides, volunteers
in conducting effective PGM's for each child.
Event - Increased
demand for excellence and accountability by parents and students.
A8) Team Leader (building) - Helps teachers and para-professionals
in buildings with instructional preparation.
Event - Increasing
tendency for more specialized progress need materials; more

orchestration needed.
A9) Team Leader - One who coordinates academic program and who
generates the ideas to be used in designing and writing (and
revising) learning pacs.
Event - Teachers who have leadership
ability and creative ideas are not having their talents utilized
in a traditional classroom situation; however, these abilities
can be used in an I.L.S. We have begun such a program here.
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A10)

Leader/Lead Teache r - One who directs the
team in planning
implementing, and evaluating.
Event - Continued growth of
teachers interested in new patterns of team
teaching, nongradedness, etc.

All) M aster Teacher - Provide department
chairmen and teachers with
present trends in a specific field. Event The necessity to
keep up with the many new trends in your
field.

A12)

l eachers who excel

in counseling (are capab le of achieving
goals
in the aff ec tive domain) - Teachers usually
are or should be prepared to work with learners in achieving goals
in the cognitive
domain.
They should also be prepared to work with
children in
the affective and psycho-motor domains of learning.
Event - The
number of teachers who fail to develop goals in the
cognitive
domain of learning at the same time they are developing
the cognitive.
The policy in our school is to help every child
to feel
he is worthy and to help every child become self-directed
so that
he learns how to help himself with his own needs and
with those
of others.

-Child Psychologist/Teacher - One who understands the
importance
of affective domain in learning process.
Can design PGM's to
implement needs in this area.
Event - Increasing awareness that

"whole child" not just his cognitive self must be dealt with.

A14) Teacher - This person will work directly with children using
programs and materials designed by the team leader. Event - I.L.S.
magnifies the different talents and abilities of teachers. Many
people are happy to follow plans made by someone else.
A15) Teacher - A fully trained (5 years) person who participates
mainly in pupil-teacher interaction (as a priority) is held
accountable for helping students succeed, and trained in the
field of prescribing or offering alternative prescriptions that
help students achieve their goals. Event - The continuing need
for human interaction; students will sense in an era of impersonal technological advances.

A16) Facilitator of Learning - One who when given a child with a need
or desire to learn whatever, has the skill to assist the child
reach his own goals.
Event - The needed emphasis on individuallytailored PGM's.
A17) Instructor - This could be a young person out of college who
would spend a three year probationary period. He could be an
assistant to a teacher.
Event - Young teachers should have an
opportunity to prove themselves to be satisfactory. Let us make
it clear that a person has three years to do this.
At present,
many people feel that they are satisfactory until proven otherwise.
The emphasis is wrong.

.
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MS) Ail?!

- Aides may be persons who are
.(instructional)
presently in
college majoring in education; may be certified
teachers who
choose to work fewer hours than teachers; or
parents who have
potentials agreed upon by staff members. Event - The
more a
teacher tries to personalize learning, the more that
teacher
works with one, two, or three children at a given time.
The
younger the child, the more difficult to personalize
for those
who are not working with the teacher.
This means that aides
could work with children following the directions of the
teacher
so that children need not sit and wait for the teacher,
who may
or may not get to a child when he needs helps.

A19) Aides

(clerical, graphic) - To perform the many clerical tasks
usually left for a teacher to do if and when there is time,
often at a time when the teacher could be of much more help to
learners if a non-certif ied person could perform clerical tasks.
Event - More or less covered this above, but teachers so often
spend precious hours on kinds of tasks that they could very
quickly direct another to do.
The teacher could spend this time
planning, implementing, or evaluating and interpreting purpose,
progress of children to parents, etc.

A20) Writing Specialist - Expertise in planning, developing, and
writing individualized learning pacs.
Event - The continuing
growth and acceptance of the individualized learning concept.
A21) Program Designer - One who can design a PGM; either in specific
areas or generally for individual children.
Event - Same as
ab ove
A22) Materials Design Specialist - One who aids instructional staff
to provide visuals in learning pacs.
Event - Staff developing
their own learning pacs.

A23) Curriculum Specialists - Practioners who provide articulation in
learning outcomes and assist in "teacher training" activities.
Event - Refinement of present departmental structure.
A24) Learning Theorist - One who has knowledge (working knowledge)
of the current theories of education and how they are implemented in the classroom.
Event - Many educators do not have a
Many
grasp of theories of education (a pragmatic observation)
experience difficulty in communicating to parents why they do
things a certain way.
.

A25) General Curriculum Theorist - Skilled in curriculum theory and
development.
Event - Need to develop various types and kinds of
curricula to match instructional objectives.

.
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A26)
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with f
background

in psycho-motor training
in development o
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coordmatron or the various kinds of
perception to work with all
hiidren.
Event - Written information has
indicated that 10% of
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teachers
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the children need help with coordination
and perception— and in
our school (although we may have
screened too closely) we had
about half of our children from age
5 to age 12 who needed help.
is necessary, if we are to pay any
attention to the psychomotor domain, to have help in identifying
children's needs,
implementing programs to help them meet their
needs and evaluate
ways our efforts are or are not paying off.

A27)

—

--§^ osls j ffP ert “ 0ne who has expertise in diagnosing learning
problems of children (cognitive levels)— a
diagnostician.
Event Increased knowledge of the diverse nature of student
aptitude for
learning cognitive skills at all levels of Bloom's
Taxonomy.
.

A28) Pres crip tionist - One who can take the diagnosed
learning problems of children and prescribe effective means of
remediation
(cognitive levels).
Event - Intuitive feelings as to correction
of learning difficulties have often resulted in
"more of the
same" rather than a scientific evaluation of what works
and what
doesn t under a given set of circumstances.
^

A29) Learning Experience Designers - One who has the skills
to prescribe learning activities insuring student success. Event Redefining the role of counselor to an active teacher role.
A30) Livabilit y Expert - Provides optimum knowledge and resource
for
a total living concept.
Event - Education will more and more
become a cultural and leisure-time necessity.
A31) Learning Environment Managers - One who creates the desired
learning environment through manipulation of time, space,
personnel, and/or community resources to reach prescribed outcomes.
Event - Drastic modifications of present staffing

options
A32) Learning Engineer - Provides environment and designs processes
for conducting independent study.
Event - New media and

technical developments.
A33) Learning Motivator - Motivates students by carefully planted
seeds of advice or counsel.
Event - Learning (theory) is so
triggered.
A34) Community Resource Person - Provides a bank of resource personnel
in community on instant notice.
Event - Education must capitalize
on all sources; education does not belong to a "profession".
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A35) Career Skill Developer or Manager - One who
has specialized
salable skills and the ability to pass these skills
and respect
for such skills on to others, taking into consideration
individual
differences.
Event - Most generally, people perform at
different
levels of efficiency; however, they all can perform at
a level to
be of value to society.
This level of performance needs to be
identified and developed.
A36) Rel ate d or Basic Career Needs Developer - This person
is one who
can make reading, math, social studies, and the arts
meaningful
to the student with definite interests or a career choice.
Event —
The successful person, in the eyes of society (and generally
himse lf)> is one who has balance in his life to the extent of
being
able to read and figure on a level commensurate with the manipulative skills necessary to his career choice.
A37) Career Skills Assessor - One who has the ability to understand
and interpret the total needs of the individual child relative
to career choices.
Event - A growing need is taking place for

earlier vocational decision-making and definite skill development.
A38) Placement and Follow-up Coordinator - This person will work
closely with the schools and the community in placing young people
with salable skills in successful employment situations. He will
also follow up on the success of the student after leaving school
for the purpose of determining the merits of the school's
training program.
Event - The day is at hand when the school
must be accountable for the success of every student who leaves
its doors; either for college or the world of work.
We cannot
dump our rejects into the unemployment roles with a clear

conscience.
A39) Technology decoder for students - A person who personally assists
students who are confused and baffled by the "system" (a
traveler's aide counterpart).
Event - The development of a programmed system incapable of dealing with confused or bewildered
humans who do not respond to commands of the automation variety.

A40) Human Affairs Specialist - A person who coordinates regular opportunities for students and staff to have dialogue, debates and
forums concerning evolving social issues. Event - The full flow
communication internationally, which will permit, if not force,
schools to deal with the "now" of history, not the past.

A41) H uman Relations Specialist - Skilled in various types of organizational intervention; both internal and external. Event Inability of educators to follow through and really change role
behavior as compared with structural behavior.
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AM)

Hujjan

Relations .Specialist - One who interacts to solve
problems
between teacher pupil, parent, community.
Event - Increasing
number of school-neighborhood problems
(social).

A43) C ultural ^phy sical and mental)
Coordinator - A person who
coordinates opportunities for students and staff
to enjoy
aesthetic and athletic interaction, growth,
and dialogue.
Event - The increasing human need for personal
satisfactions
not totally provided for by the "instructional
program".
A44) M edia Specialist - One who assists teachers
in designing and
making A-V materials of all types to accompany
individualized
learning materials.
Event - The I.L.S. requires the development of an Instructional Materials Center.

A45) Media Specialist - Would work with teachers
to select resources
(books, maps, filmstrips, movies, transparencies,
slides, tapes,
pictures, hardware), people who can share information,
field
trips.
Records of all incoming resources and an accounting of
all resources in use.
Event - Office has an inventory of what
is purchased; but cannot account for location
at all given
times.
Need a media specialist to give further impetus to
value of a wide variety of resources to meet the need of the
wide variation in the interests and abilities of learners
to
become more familiar with teaching around organizing centers,
rather than following a textbook page by page.

—

A46) Media Consultant - One who assists learners in the use of
various types of technical media.
Event - The continued and
expanded development of media technology.
A47) Data Process ing Specialist - Develops systems responsive to
student needs, which facilitate record-keeping, scheduling,
programmed skills centers, etc. Event - The availability of
advanced technology at a price which permits "on site" centers.
A48) Computer Programmer - Develop programs for computer-assisted
instruction.
Event - Computer technology increasing in schools.
A49) Simulation Producer - Arrange for simulation by utilization of
media and natural settings. Event - Must have simulation to
enhance and understand future.

A50) Evaluation Consultant - Assist in designing, analyzing evaluation components of innovative progress, and existing progress.
Event - Accountability.
A51) Evaluation Specialist - One who evaluates educational purpose
and designs research projects for correlation purposes.
Event Community interest in accountability.
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A52) R esearch and Evaluation Specialist Full-time work in the area
of cognitive/affective instruments/
research.
Event Necessity to show the proof of the pudding
in attempting various
types of instructional/staffing alterations.

A53) B ehavioral S cientist - A person whose
prime concern is the "health"
of the system and who is responsible
for monitoring and reporting
its condition and devising means to
improve it. Event - The
necessity to apply sound principles of
organizational health
which research has proven work.
A54)

System Specialist/Planner - Skilled
in system analysis and
planning.
Event - Need to move responsibility of planning
instructional programs from administrative level
to teaching
levels with continuous responsibility of program
design.

A55 ^ Instructional Consultants - These people
would have been teachers
on our staff who have proven their expertise in a
given area and
who have been asked by their co-workers to share
assistance.
Event - The principal is not giving teachers help at
the time it
is needed, especially if that principal has
tasks mentioned above.
Beginning teachers, teachers new to school and teachers
who continue to find ways to better serve the pupils, need someone
to
help them when they need it not when a principal finally
gets to
them.
Sometimes much later than that time when teachers see a
real need for help.

—

A56) Curriculum Coordinator (district-wide) — Spends approximately
50%
of the time in the classroom, and 50% in coordination activities
with peers helping teachers with implementing instructional program.
Event - Larger districts require need for more coordination, K-12, among district schools.

—

A57) Process Consultant - One who assists in facilitating positive
interpersonal relationships with and among team members, kids,
etc.
Event - Development of concern for understanding, and
encouraging communication, interaction, etc.

APPENDIX D

QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER TWO
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Leadership Training Institute for
School

Personnel
Utilization

(SPU)

Program

W ALLEN
DIRECTOR

DWIGHT

(413-345-0333)

NICHARO J. CLAPK
STAFF DIRECTOR

Kay 17, 19 71

(413- 545-0941)

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01003

Dear Delphi Panel Member:

We would like to thank you for your assistance In Round I of the
Delphi Survey.
Enclosed is the second of four questionnaires. Except
for duplications or incomplete entries, all responses from Round 1 have
been included here. A minimum of editing has taken place, but some
rewording of roles was necessary to meet space limitations and to prevent
misinterpretation.
The purpose of Round II is to assign dates of probable occurance to
the roles. You are asked to conjecture about two dates:
the date when
10Z of the public school systems will employ someone to fill the role
given; and the date when 50% of the school systems will employ someone to
fill the role.

Place the two dates in the appropriate columns next to each role.

You will notice that the time line includes the words "Later” and
"Never".
If you think that the role will not be filled by school systems
until after the year 2000, but that it will be filled, place the. word
"Later" in the column.
No matter what your reason, if you think the role
will never be filled, then place the word "Narver" in the column.
Pleas e remember , you are giving the date that you, in your best
professional opinion, estimate the role will be filled, not the date when
you hope it will be filled.
At the end of the list of roles, one page has been left blank in case
Write your role in the
.you would like to add additional roles to the list.
appropriate place, fill out the date colimns as instructed above, and return
If three or more people add the same or similar roles,
the questionnaire.
these roles will be included in subsequent rounds.

Please return the questionnaire in the- enclosed envelope within two days
after receiving it. The end of the school year is nearing, and we would like
to get the next two rounds out to you as soon as possible.

Thank you.
Sincerely

Enc.

Don R. Waldera
Research Fellow

DRW/mt
A PROGRAM OF:

U S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

;
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10$ and 50 $
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
1
CODE #

10$ of the
73 74 75

80

ROLE

85

90

95

2000

Later Never

employ a
person for
this role
by

ROLE DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONAL
LEADER
(NOT ADMIN.)

Coordinates all learning for sch.
Heads committee of team leaders;
Creates an awareness of innovations;
Coordinates his sch. with others
in district.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Changes in learner needs, resulting in organizational changes.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

PERSONNEL
COORDINATOR

Manages staff so that maximum
utilization of personnel is
effected

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
The formal differentiation of sch. staffs.

I

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

TRAINER OF
TEACHER AIDES

Instructs paraprof essionals and
aides as helpers in classrooms,
media centers, etc.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS BOLE
.

Addition of teacher aides in the classrooms.

50 $ of the
schs, will
employ a
person for
this role
by

,
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10^ and 50 ^
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
2
CODE if

10JC

of the

win
73 74 75

80

85

90

95

2000

employ a
person for
this role

Later Never

by

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

AIDE DIRECTOR

One who manipulates adult help in
the school to provide relief for
teachers with clerical, production,
and management problems.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROTE
An increasing awareness of the need to help
teachers with the work load.

!

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

DIRECTOR OF
OFFICE TASKS

This person is a business mgr.
executive secy.
and would be
responsible for all office work
that is now being done by secy,
and principal.
,

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Too much of the principal's time is spent in
activities unrelated to educational goals.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

TEAM SECRETARY

Secretarial assistant to a team
of teachers.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Increased work load and record keeping needs in
team teaching.

50 ^ of the
schs, will
employ a

person for
this role
by
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10# and 50 #
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE tt
3

*

"

"1

'

'I

73 7^ 75

"

1'"

1

'

80

85

90

95

2000

Later Never

10# of the
schs . will
employ a
person for
this role
by

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

MASTER TEACHER
(Team Leader)

Directs the program for three to
five teachers, teacher interns,
and lay teachers.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Need to better utilize the talents of gifted
teachers.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION
of training in the field of
prescribing or offering alternatives to help students reach
goals.
Participates mainly in
pupil-teacher interaction.
5 yrs.

TEACHER

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Students will begin to sense a need for human
interaction, resulting from many impersonal

s

ROLE DESCRIPTION

ROLE
LARGE GROUP
INSTRUCTORS

Teachers with special talents in
the area of large group dynamics.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS BOLE
Recognition of teacher competencies.

I

50 # of the
schs, will

j
3

employ a
person for
this role

1

by
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10 % and 50 %
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
4
CODE #

73 7^ 73

80

ROLE

*

*

•

*

85

90

95

2000

P

10 % of the
H

Later Never

50 * of the

1

employ a
person for
this role

Will
employ a
person for
this role

by

by

OUllc)

ROLE DESCRIPTION

INDIVIDUAL AND
SMALL GROUP
INSTRUCTOR

A teacher who works best with
individual children or small
groups.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Recognition of teacher competencies.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTOR
(Teacher
Intern)

An assistant to the teacher.
This person is in a probationary
period before receiving teacher
certification.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Teachers need more experience before getting full
responsibili ties.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

AIDE
Qualified people, assisting in the
(Instructional* instruction process.
clerical, and
graphic)

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Personalized instruction is taking more of the
teachers time.

*

«
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10* and 50 *
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE # 5

73 74 75

ROLE

80

85

90

95

2000

Later Never

ROLE DESCRIPTION

WRITING
SPECIALIST

Expertise in planning, developing,
and writing individualiaed learning pacs.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
The continuing growth and acceptance of tne
individualized learning concept.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

LEARNING
THEORIST

One who has a working knowledge
of the current theories of education and how they are implemented
in the classroom.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Many educators do not have a grasp of theories of
education, and have difficulty communicating their
methods to parents.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

CURRICULUM
SPECIALIST

One who provides leadership in the
development of curriculum; Maintains communications between
subject depts. and domains of inter
dicipllnary studies; Assists in
"teacher training" activities.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Increasingly complex learner needs.

10* of the
schs. will
employ a
person for
this role

50* of the
schs. will
employ a

by

by

person for
this role
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10$ and 50 $
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE tt
6

80

73 7^ 75

85

ROLE

90

95

2000

Later Never

10$ of the
schs, will
employ a
person for
this role

50 $ of the

by

by

employ a
person for
this role

ROLE DESCRIPTION

SOCIAL/
PHYSICAL
COORDINATOR

Teaching of practical sports lifetime sports; recreation; basic
body mechanics direct member of
the teaching team.
;

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
More leisure time.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

PSYCHOMOTOR
INSTRUCTOR

Certified teacher with the background to work with perception
problems in all children.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
10% of school age children have coordination and
perception nroble-s.

ROLE DESCRIPTION

ROLE
DIAGNOSTICIAN

One who has expertise in
diagnosing learning problems.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Individualized education's stress on individual
needs, interests, and abilities.

•
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10 $ and 50 $
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE # i

73

7>*

80

75

ROLE

85

90

95

2000

Later Never

10$ of the
schs, will
employ a
person for
this role

50 $ of the
schs, will
employ a

by

by

person for
this role

ROLE DESCRIPTION

PRESCRIPTION 1ST

One who can take the diagnosed
learning problems of children
and prescribe effective
remediation.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Intuitive feelings regarding learning difficulties
lave not worked, more scientific evaluation is

needet^^

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

RESOURCE
PERSON

Is aware of materials,

resources,
and methods for aiding the
independent learner.

EVENT NECESSITATING THI3 ROLE
Increased stress on exploration, inquiry, investigation, and experimentation by students.

ROLE DESCRIPTION

ROLE
LISTENER

One who hears both the verbal and
the non-verbal, particularly thelatter, messages of the students.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
The importance of the individual and his right to
a full life which comes when he is taken seriously
as a person.

-
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10 £ and 50$
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE #
8

1

,

1

73 7b 75

80

85

90

95

2000

Later Never

10$ of the
schs. will
employ a
person for
this role
by

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

VALUE
CLARIFIER

Uses group or individual techniques to help children become more
aware of their attitudes and
values; May help students see a
need for a change in certain
attitudes and values.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
The needs of children.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

LIVABILITY
EXPERT

Provides optimum knowledge and
resources for a total living
concept.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Education will more and more become
and leisure-time necessity.

ROLE

a

cultural

ROLE DESCRIPTION

LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT
MANAGER

One who creates the desired learning environment through manipulation of time, space, personnel,
and/or community resources to
reach prescribed outcomes.
.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Drastic modifications of present staffing options.

50$ of the
schs. will

employ a
person for
this role
by

-

,
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10 * and 50
*
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE U 9

——

1

72 73 74 ?5

80

85

'

90

i"

95

->
1

2000

—

—

Later Never

10 * of the
schs. will

employ a
person for
this role
by

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

INDEPENDENT
STUDY
FACILITATOR

One who assists students in
independent research, group
projects, etc.jls aware of methods
and strategies for small group
and
Independent learning; Skilled in
the use of resource materials.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS

EOT.R

A changing curriculum directed
toward
individualized instruction.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

COMMUNITY
EDUCATIONAL
COORDINATOR

Coordinates activities within
the community to meet the learning
needs of students.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS

POI.R

The removal of the concept that students
must
spend a specific number of hours inside
a school to
meet standards.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

LIFE-ROLE
COUNSELOR

Counsels students in choosing
a way of life and preparing for
that role.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Multiplicity of vocational choises, and a shift
in emphasis from financial reward to self
satisfaction in careers.

50 * of the
schs. will

employ a
person for
this role
by
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10# and 50 #
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
C0DE *
10

10# of the
73 74 75

80

ROLE

85

90

95

2000

Later Never

ROLE DESCRIPTION

CAREER SKILL
DEVELOPER

One who has specialized salable
skills and the ability to pass
these skills and respect for such
skills on to others.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Need for all people to perform at a level that is
of value to society.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

PLACEMENT AND
FOLLOW-UP
COORDINATOR

Works closely with the schools
and the community in placing young
people with salable skills in
sucessful employment situations.
Monitors sucess of student and

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Schools can no longer dump rejects into the
unemployment rolls with a clear conscience.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

TECHNOLOGY
DECODER FOR
STUDENTS

A person w>ho personally assists

students who are confused and
baffled by the "system" (a Traveler's Aide counterpart.)

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
The development of a programed system incable of
dealing with confused or bewildered humans who do
not respond to commands of the automated variety.

schs. will

50 # of the
schs. will

employ a
person for
this role
by

employ a
person for
this role
by

i

—

i
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10# and 50 #
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE #
11

r——

—

i

1971 72 73 7^ 75

oi

— —r~

1—
80

85

90

me

schs. will

l

95

2000

Later Never

employ a
person for
this role
by

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

PERSONAL
COUNSELOR

Counsel with students on personal
and educational problems, drugs,
family problems, etc.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS

ROT.R

Stress and strain of modern day society.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

OMBUDSMAN

One who interacts to solve
problems between teachers, pupilsparents, and community.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Increasing number of relationship problems.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

HUMAN AFFAIRS
SPECIALIST

A person who coordinates regular
opportunities for students and
staff to have dialogue, debates,
and forums concerning evolving
social issues.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE

The full flow of communication internationally,
which will permit, if not force, schools to deal
with the "now" of history.

50 # of the
schs. will
employ a

person for
this role
by

1
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10 * and 50 *
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE # 12

r"
1971 72 73 7^ 75
1

1

»

i

1

1

r1

80

85

90

95

2000

1

Later Never

10* of the
3chs. will
employ a
person for
this role
by

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

CULTURAL
COORDINATOR
(Physical and
Mental)

A person who coordinates opportune
ities for students and staff to
enjoy aesthetic and athletic
interaction, growth and dialogue.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
The Increasing human need for personal
satisfaction
a< ly provlded for b
X the "instructional
program ^

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

MEDIA
SPECIALIST

Teaching background or training;
Facilitates use of media; Works
with children and teachers; Aids in
local production of media by
teachers and students.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS R0I.E
Expanded technology; Emphasis on individualization
of education.

nOLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

INSTRUCTIONAL
One who designs the flow or proTECHNOLOGIST
gramming of instructional packages
(Data process- for self-directed learning.
Also
ing specialist) develops systems for record
keeping, scheduling, and comDuter
assisted instruction.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE

Need for individualized learning.

'

50* of the
schs, will
employ a

person for
this role
by
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10* and 50 *
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE #
n

1

'

73 7^ 75

80

85

—

1

90

95

2000

i

10* of the
1

r

Later Never

schs, will

employ a
person for
this role

!

1

by
’

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

TECHNOLOGY
INSTRUCTOR

Non-credentialed person teaching
subjects related to changing
technology.
Is also able to
creatively use various kinds of
technology for educational purposes

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Continued technological expansion

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

SIMULATION
EXPERT

One who arranges for simulations
by utilizing the media and natural
settings.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS

ROT.R

We must have simulatins to enhance and understand the future.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

CONTINUING
EDUCATION
LEADER

Establishes learning experiences
for groups of adults or children
who wish to continue or share
their learning experiences.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Schools becoming community oriented, and not just
aimed at one age level.

r

50* of the
schs. will
employ a

person for
this role
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10$ and 50 $
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE # 14

80

73 7^ 75

ROLE

85

90

95

2000

Later Never

ROLE DESCRIPTION

SCHOOL
COMMUNITY
LIAISON

Translates school activities to
parents, and keeps the school aware
of community needs and feelings.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Growing gap between schools and the community.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

LAY TEACHER

Part-time professional people and
craftsmen, who will transmit their
working knowledge to the child.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Widening gap between schools and the reality of
the working world.

ROLE DESCRIPTION

ROLE
RESEARCH AND
EVALUATION
SPECIALIST

Full time work in the area of
cognit ive/af fective instruments/
research.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Necessity to show proof when attenpcing various
types of instructional/staffing alterations.

10$ of the
schs, will
employ a
person for
this role

50 $ of the
schs. will

by

by

employ a
person for
this role
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10 * and 50 %
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE # ^

10 * of the

1971 72 73 74 75

ROLE

80

85

90

95

2000

Later Never

ROLE DESCRIPTION

SYSTEM
SPECIALIST

Skilled in system analysis
and planning.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Need to move responsibility of planning instructional programs from administrators to the teaching
levels with continuous responsibility of pern. design

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

EVALUATION
TECHNIMAIOR

One who designs test scoring
devises and systems for quick
and efficient test analysis.

EVENT NECESSITATING TIGS ROLE
Increased use of frequent testing; Need for
immediate feedback.

ROLE

ROLE DESCRIPTION

METHODS
CONSULTANT

One who assists teachers in
perfecting their instructional
techniques.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE

The increasing complexity of Che teaching act and
the constant demand to continue to improve
instructional methods.

50 * of the
schs. will
employ a

employ a
person for
this role

person for
this role

by

by
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In your professional
opinion, on what date do
you estimate 10* and 50 %
of the public school
systems will employ a
person for the following
roles?

QUESTIONNAIRE #2
CODE #
16

73 74 75

ROLE

80

85

90

95

2000

Later Never

ROLE DESCRIPTION

PROCESS
CONSULTANT

One who assists in facilitating
positive interpersonal relations
within teams and with students.

EVENT NECESSITATING THIS ROLE
Development of concern for communications.
Interaction, etc.

10* of the
schs, will
employ a
person for
this role

50 % of the
schs. will

by

by

employ a
person for
this role

APPENDIX E

QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER THREE

Leadership Training Institute for

Schoo*
Personnel (SPU)
Utilization

Program

W ALLEN
OlRECTOR

DWIGHT

(41J-S4 54233)

RICHARO J CLAPK
STAFF OlRECTOR
(4 13-54 5-0941)

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01002

June

3,

1971

Dear Participant:
"d

111 ° f thc Del P hi Study.
Due to time limwill be the final round In this study
Items that were to be
!
f
included
In Round IV have been Incorporated here, making
this round a little
more complex than we had wished, but we are sure
that you will find the following directions clear enough to answer any
questions you may have. Please read
them carefully. Thank you.
1 t'a t 1
lc

'

n^rM
_tht.

.

.

Explanation of the Data Display
In column "V", you will find a breakdown of the data
received in Round II.
ou will remember that we asked you to estimate a date
when 10% and 50% of the
public school systems would employ someone for the role.
The data being reported back to you in this round, deals only with the
50% dates you gave, not the
10% dates.
The inter-quartile range of data (the middle 50% of the range
of
dates) is displayed with dash lines.
For example, in role 1, group T, the inter'
quartile range of 50% daces is from 80 co 90.
t)

#1
B

1971

A
T

75

I

80

85

90

U4

95

2000

Later

Never

In other words, one-half of all Teacher responses (T) fell
within the area
covered by the dash lines.

-he median date (the point at which one-half of the responses are on
one
side and one-half are on the other) is indicated with a star.
tfl

1971

75

•
I

I

80

85

90

uu

95

2000

Later

Never

The letters to the left of the column stand for the groups involved in
this study: "B" for board members, "A" for administrators, and "T" for teachers.
All participants are practitioners presently trying to implement plans for the
more effective use of school personnel. The total Delphi panel numbers 40 members .
Your previous 50% estimate is marked in red.
A PROGRAM OF:
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

U.S.

J

.

.

138

Task
pr ° Vided

sitatiif'the^o^Vrrh^?inter-quartile
ing steps:

(role role description, event necesdate for each group), take the follow’

1)

In column (W)
make a new estimation of the dates when 10%
and 50% of the public schools will employ
someone for the
role

2)
4)

In column (X) , give a brief one sentence
reason for your
new 50% estimate only if it is outside the
inter-quartile
range (the dash lines) for your group

3)

In column (Y) , give a general estimate of
the roles value,
assuming that it does occur. Use the following
symbols:'

,

.

++
+
0
-

Of high value, and worth working toward

Immediately
Positive value
Little value, if any
Negative value
Extreme negative value, and worth working
against

Please consider the role as if it were
combined with any other role.

a

single role and not

In the final column (2), write a short concise statement giving
the consequence of such a role emerging.

When you have completed these four tasks, please return the questionnaire

in the enclosed envelope.

Thank you very much for participating in this study. We realize it has
taken more than just a casual effort on your part and we appreciate your assistance.
A summary of the final report will be sent to you in late August, and if
you wish additional information please feel free to request it.

Sincerely yours,

Don H. Waldera
Research Fellow

DRW/emf

"
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QUESTIONNAIRE

APPENDIX F

SUMMARY OF STATEMENTS GIVING
THE CONSEQUENCE OF EACH ROLE

EMERGING
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENTS GIVING THE
CONSEQUENCE OF EACH ROLE EMERGING

Role #1 - Instructional Leader

Board Members
This master teacher role does more to stimulate teachers than
any administrator can do.

This position would be most effective in developing a coordinated and consistent curriculum K-12.

More effective changes in curriculum.

Administrators
This will be a different role for a principal.
Business
managers will be hired for tasks now performed by the principal.

Improved instructional programs: avoidance of getting bogged
down with administrative detail - focus on learning.
The role of principal as instructional leader has not worked.
This new role would put people in a power position but not
administratively oriented.

Will direct good program of education and efficient learning
continuum.
Can separate management from instruction.
leadership can evolve.

New instructional

Increased complexity of curriculum needs coordination.
More effective leadership.
This would place teaching colleagues in leadership roles
enabling them to earn status and power equal to administrators.
It also makes it possible to place accountability with those
close to the teaching act and who now have greatest responsibility and freedom.

.
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Role #1 (cont.)

Teachers

A reduction in dollars spent for materials.
change within the school for change’s sake.

A consistent

More effective education for students.

Communication throughout the system with cooperation.
This is the job of a school principal.

Improves communication between school and teacher within the
district, resulting in a better awareness of teaching
strategies. Will replace traditional concept of building and
principal.

Role #2 - Personnel Coordinator

Board Members
This position will be needed in large schools which do not
make up 50% of the U.S. total.
The function will remain with
the principal in most schools.
This role would enable better staff relationships to come into
being:
the more satisfied people are in their work relationships, the more productive is their work.

Administrators
Building instructional leaders will have greater responsibility
in interviewing and hiring staff.
It will take a lot of differentiation to show the need for this

role
This is a difficult role as it may be tied to a salary schedule.
If developed it would free a staff to use strengths of each
person.

Better value for tax dollar.
for children.

Much improved education program

Human resources maximized.
Huge staffs need coordination to assure each person is utilized
to utmost efficiency.
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Role

//2

(cont.)

More effective use of staff.

Maximum utilization of specialized staff talents.
see this as a service role and as a person's skills in
administrative detail.

I

Teachers' better staff utilization.
Best use of staff.

Present job of school principal and master teacher.
Results in a better curriculum program for students.

Will be necessary to implement differentiated staffing.
This will be a high priority of school boards in the very
near future.
One will need to justify and use people
efficiently.

Role

//3

- Trainer of Teacher Aides

Board Members
The integration of professional teachers with all types of nonprofessionals will be facilitated.
Costs can be reduced.

The emergence of this role would enable schools to reduce the
teacher/pupil relationship so that more small group experiences
would be available to students.

More effective individualized instruction by teacher aides.

Administrators
This function may be performed by technical schools.

Feel this role might be assumed by both team leaders and community colleges in smaller districts. Would improve effective
use of instructional assistants.
The money problem is forcing districts to look to paraprofessionals, good instruction for aides will increase the
effectiveness of education.

Free teachers from trivia.

.

.
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Role #3 (cont.)

Perhaps the one big change that can be of immediate benefit.

Community colleges as members of a group of schools should do
this training.
More effective use of professional staff and paraprof essionals

Better trained teacher aides.
Teachers will have fewer clerical duties. Aides will assist
students on independent study.
Aides will eventually reduce
the need for more credentialed teachers.
Teachers
Better utilization of teacher and teacher aides because of
common understanding of tasks.
Each building has unique needs for teacher aides so they need
more training by individual teachers.

Releases teachers from non- teaching tasks.

Better support personnel.
Pupil will be able to benefit from a more individualized program as adult/pupil ratio will be lowered.

Individualization of instruction and differentiation of staff
roles will require this role.

Role

//4

-

Aide Director

Board Members
If the teacher is to be the learning director he must also

direct his own assistants.

Would undoubtedly provide benefit to teachers by freeing them
to concentrate on the teaching task instead of doing clerical
tasks

Administrators
See little need for this role in light of the above role.

This role is already here in some schools. However, I feel it
should and will develop slower than the paraprof essional aide.
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Role #4 (cont.)
We are moving in the direction of more teaching involvement for
aides.
This is not good.

A position for the much needed job of taking clerical duties
off the backs of teachers.

Better management of teacher/clerical duties.
Better staff morale.
This position will follow the onslaught of aides. Aides
require coordination and training. Their absences and increasing needs for volunteers make the employment of an aide
director important.

Teachers
Releases teachers from non-teaching tasks.
Should be absorbed into another role, not separate.

Teachers will have more time for curriculum planning, diagnosis,
and evaluation of student needs.
Increased staff development based on flexible scheduling.

Role

//

Director of Office Tasks

5 -

Board Members

Principals should spend more time on professional work.
This a luxury
afford.
I

I

don’t believe schools will ever be able to

believe the present leadership in school is adequate.

Administrators
The principal will be able to assume responsibility as instructional leader.

This is needed, but will be slow to come.
Not needed.
If the role of instructional leader is developed, this role
will have to follow.

)

.
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Role # 5 (cont.)

Principal could devote more time to the responsibilities of
educational leadership in his school.

Management could become equal to current knowledge in the
business world.
The principal could get back in the classroom where he
belongs

Frees principal to be an instructional leader.

More efficient use of professional and office staff.

A more uniform instructional program within the school.
Additional secretary time can accomplish the same thing.
Principals need to have more interrelationships with teachers
and pupils.
Release time for principal to do his job.
generalist

(Curriculum

.

Principal becomes more of an instructional leader and facilitator.

Will replace traditional concept of building principal.

Role

//

6 -

Team Secretary

Board Members

Secretary is a rather limiting role for the non-teaching team
assignment.
Will allow teachers to devote maximum time to teaching tasks
and all related responsibilities.
This position would merely replace teacher aides.

Administrators
More information about each student will be available to the
team.

Very important to maximize professional talent.

.
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Role

//

6

(cont.)

Better records by team.
This role is here but finances will prevent it from moving
to the 50% level.

Relieve teachers of excess paperwork.
Instant feedback to students on data they need for prescription.

Frees teachers for more creative tasks.

Obvious

Teacher expertise is wasted on clerical duties.
Increased
efforts toward individualization of instruction creates the
need for alternative teaching materials.
Teachers do not have
the skills or the time to reproduce them.
Teachers
More time for the teacher to deal with curriculum development
for individual learners.
Release teacher to do more work directly with the children.
More bookwork due to individualization.

Increase support.
This provides a permanent clerical person on a team, resulting
in teachers doing very little clerical tasks.

Individualized learning will require this role for recordkeeping.

Role

//7

-

Master Teacher

Board Members
More effective teaching than the public schools have ever seen.
This will provide opportunities for teachers to stay in classBut also will make better teachers of the total staff
rooms.
because of input from the master teacher.

Provide a method of good teachers remaining in the classroom.
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Role #7 (cont.)

Administrators
The master teacher will be exceptionally well
qualified in one
or more areas of instruction.

Very important in getting teachers to work cooperatively
together in instructional innovation and curriculum development
.

A career of teaching, if done right.
A school organizational plan will have to come before this
role develops.
Increased learning and more creative teachers.

Learning management that is consistent with known technology
and learning theory.
Teachers can now learn by actually working with a master
teacher instead of reading about it.

Provides better coordination of team efforts.
Better utilization of skills of gifted teachers.

Principals are all equiped to lead specialists. Improved
teacher performance through training will only occur if this
master teacher role is effected.
Teachers

A more concise understanding of roles and a reduction of
duplication of effort on a team.
More effective use of teacher time and strength.
Make best use of teacher talents:

communication.

Direct methodological impact on the classroom.
More efficient way of using teams.

.
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Role

it

8 -

Teacher (Five Years of Training)

Board Members
If the description means that a change
should be made in
teacher training, I agree.

Will humanize and individualize instructional
process.
Graduate of the public school system may become
more goal
conscious than at present.

Administrators
Most of the first four years of education will
be devoted to
content, while the fifth year will stress methodology.
It is already here.

Will tend to diminish in members.
This role is already here in many areas and the new
requirements to survive in a modern classroom will make us
develop
this role.

Teacher role will be the backbone of all educational programs.

Individualized instruction will become a reality.
Expertise in teaching.
Obvious
I can't relate to this as if it was a future role.
everywhere now as described.

It exists

Teachers
A program of greater meaning and relevancy to the individual
learner.

Will require present teachers to get additional training of
great value to students.

Understanding the feelings of others.
Exists now.
An indispensable role in most learning systems.
If emphasis is on alternatives and not just on prescription.

.
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Role #9 - Large Group Instructors

Board Members
Most schools will try to use regular teachers for this
role.
rec ognize particularly gifted teachers who have large
group communication skills. Will improve quality of large
group instruction.

Administrators
Universities and colleges will teach the skills of large group
dynamics

A role limited

to just this might isolate instructors from kids

too much.

Too artificial.

believe this role is not as important and, therefore, even
though present now, will decrease and not reach 50%.

I

There should be only limited need of large groups in individualized learning.

Proper use of talent and competence.

Differentiated staffing and team teaching must have this.
Teacher skills in presenting material to large groups.
More students would benefit from the skills of teachers.
It can't occur before multiple modes of instruction exist.
It
will require two skills, one in multi-media approaches; the
other in large group dynamics.

Teachers
Force greater cooperation among teachers.

Better use of teacher time.

More efficient education.

Better use of media and other instructional aids.
The staff teacher must learn this technique.

.
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Role #9 (cont.)
Less duplication of teacher time and effort, as well as
pro
viding time for other areas for students to explore in the
program.

Large exposition-type classes will require this role.
Exists now, but not according to competency.

Role

//

10 — Individual and Small Group Instructors

Board Members
We are there now.
Description fits many who are now required
to work outside the small group.

Will increase educational effectiveness as students will have
more opportunities for growth through small group and individual attention.
Again, a budgetary problem with a concept of this sort.

Administrators
Need more emphasis here to develop understanding of group
dynamics, problem solving, peer relations, etc.

Already occurring now.
This role is already here.
increase

As we see results the role will

Teacher/pupil contact should increase pupil learning.
Students will be able to relate directly with an adult.

Teachers especially able to relate one-to-one.
Better utilization of unique skills of staff.
This role is the key role in teaching students to think,
All higher order skills will be
analyze, summarize, etc.
gained in this mode of instruction.

.
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Role #10 (cont.)

Teachers
The development of programs of greater meaning and relevancy
to the individual learner.

More effective education.
Use of media and instructional aids.

Should be the prime function of the regular staff teacher.

Better utilization of teacher strength, as well as more interaction between teachers and pupils.

Role #11 - Instructor/Intern

Board Members
Strong reaction from organized teachers and unions.

Provide more adult leadership in classroom for less money,
plus upgrade the quality of training for the profession.
This cannot but help upgrade certified teachers.

Administrators
Master teachers will have responsibility for supervising
intern experiences.

Already here/valuable teacher training vehicle.
Better teachers.
This role is in operation and growing rapidly. When it
reaches 50% we will see more adequate teaching and happier
teachers

Fewer teachers' failures.

Intern training for implementing a full fledged professional.
A more definite way of screening out the undesirable teachers.

Better training of probationary teachers.

.
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Role

//ll

(cont.)

Obvious
This, when instituted, will result in better screening
and
employment practices. It is the best way I can think
of
to teach a teacher how to think.

Teachers
Better prepared teachers.

Better teacher training.

Better qualified beginner teachers.
Internship - a healthy concept.
Improved teacher training program, resulting in better
qualified teachers.

Will help in career planning and teacher tenure.
More valuable experience than just student teaching.

Role #12 - Aide

Board Members

Better instruction and more adult contacts for children.

Provide students better access to the multiple resources
avilable for independent research and study.
More public support for schools as more of these aides are
used throughout the community.

Administrators
Will make more materials of special nature available to the
teacher for individualizing the learning process.

Already here.
The real test is whether substitution of more
aides for fewer teachers will take the place of lower adult/
student teacher ratios.
This role is present now, and growing rapidly.
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Role #12 (cont.)
Goes well with Number Ten.

Support service.
We realize that simply having a certificate doesn't make a
teacher.

teachers for more creative planning and closer contact
with individual children.
Frees professional staff to work more closely with students.

Students and teachers will receive valuable assistance from
this role.
Teachers will have a better opportunity to prepare
for and work with individuals.

Better utilization of teacher time.
Teachers can spend more time on instructional tasks.
Staff teacher's efficiency increased.

Teachers
Allows for more time with pupils.

Will free teachers from non-instructional tasks for professional work.

Role #13 - Writing Specialist

Board Members

While individualized learning will be given more emphasis,
more commercial packages will become available.
Schools will be able to give more attention to individual
learners' needs and potential.

Administrators
There will be a greater selection of materials available to
individualize instruction.

Probably too limited - need to get teachers involved.

Individualized curriculum.

.
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Role

//13

(coat.)

The pacs are only good when developed by the person using
them.
Therefore, this role is submerged into others.
Few people have the knowledge or skill to design and write
good
quality materials for individualized learning.
The curriculum will become specifically tailored to an individual.

Provide assistance to teachers in writing programs, especially
tailored to individual needs.

Better written learning materials for students.
It would perpetuate the existing gap between thinkers and
doers

Teachers

Greater meaning and relevancy of instructional program to the
learner.

Better pacs being written.

Increased materials of good quality for individuals.

Professionally prepared media.
Less duplication of teacher time and effort.

Well designed self-instructional programs will be prepared.

Role #14 - Learning Theorist

Board Members
This role should not be separated from the senior or master
teacher role.

Might be helpful in translating theory to practice, but
probably would be seen as "icing" on the cake of education.

Administrators
Teachers would have ready access to many theories and how to
implement them in the classroom.
Better utilization of application of learning theory.

.
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Role

//14

(cont.)

More sophisticated instruction.
The theorists are present but the role will not grow
rapidly
because of lack of finances.

Skills should be understood by master teacher.

Theory may at long last become practical.

Provides rationale for teachers and board.
Better coordination between philosophy and curriculum.

Teachers
If these roles do not emerge then the concept of constructive
change cannot be realized.

Role of Methods Consultant handled this.

Accountability
Don’t believe public schools will afford this luxury, but
would be a sound basis for curriculum.

Better curriculum program for students.
Seems like a redundant role if teachers are well trained.

Role #15 - Curriculum Specialist

Board Members

Integrated curriculum.
Improved curriculum for students: better trained teachers to
teach and explore curriculum with students.

Administrators
Already here.

Needed because of knowledge explosion.

This role is present, but will die out as more meaningful roles
are developed.

Good role.
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Role

//15

(cont.)

New role and curriculum management will close the gap
between theory and practice.
The school within a school concept will be possible.

Expertise in curriculum development.
Better coordinated K-12 curriculum in all subject areas.
I've used this person as a facilitator or as a service agent.
Does things "with" not "to" colleagues.

Teacher
More continuity to student's educational program.

More expertise in curriculum planning.
This is the primary principal's role.

Necessary to provide instructional direction due to knowledge explosion and interdisciplinary approaches.
Should be a highly valuable role/unf ortunately just makes
for a greater emphasis on another telling the teacher what
ought to be.

Role #16 - Social/Physical Coordinator

Board Members
This will not
Some athletic departments are at this point now.
occur because of leisure time, but because of adult interest in
health.

Aid in making leisure time more meaningful in an increasingly
automated world.

Administrators
Should be primarily assumed by recreation department.
The need is present but most systems have a goal of academic
and will therefore let this role come later.

Result in much improved physical health and body condition of
young people.

.
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Role #16 (cont.)

A new look at what a proper role of the school
is/total
living.

Good P.E. teachers have always done this.

Provide expertise in psychomotor development.

Healthier students with better attitudes.
This role will allow schools and the process of education
to
become more integrated with life itself.

Back to the Greek gymnasiums.
Teachers
Better use of free time by general public. Will cause a need
for construction of additional recreational facilities by
schools
Better individually planned use of leisure time.

Increased leisure of Americans/students will have a better
awareness of talents.
Value at lower levels.
Better individual planning of leisure
time, as well as a release from mental stress.
Seems an unlikely development.

Role #17 - Psychomotor Instructor

Board Members

More funding for preventative education for young children
and less emphasis on correction for teenagers and young adults

Many more kids would not be "lost" in school.

Administrators
Many of the perceptually based problems would be resolved. A
specialist is needed - often incorporated in the school psycho
logist role - remedial diagnostic programs.
This role is present but will not grow rapidly.
If it does
develop, we could increase the effectiveness of education.

.
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Role #17 (cont.)

Correct this problem and these handicapped children can
learn.

Increased understanding and learning implementation. Don't
Improved coordination and perceptual skills of students
with these problems.
know.

The relationship of mental health with physical well being and
skills will become clear.

Teachers
Children with these problems will have an equal chance to
achieve success as other children.

Better diagnosis of children.

Needed to provide insight into

this area.

Role #18 - Diagnostician
Board Members

Will aid teaching staff members who are not as perceptive as
they might be at diagnosis.
However, this ought to be
strongly stressed in teacher training for every teacher.

Administrators
If
Teachers who diagnose must also prescribe and produce.
this is done the role will develop confidence in the staff.

A good fringe position for wealthy districts.

Diagnosis for real.

We have had them for years. They are called reading specialists and they have no value.
Each staff would have expert help in diagnosing the learning
needs of children.

Learning materials geared more closely to individual learning
needs
How else can individual instruction occur.
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Role #18 (cont.)

Teachers
Greater meaning and relevancy of instructional
programs to the
learner.
Diagnosis is important, but should also know what
to
do about problems.

Better diagnosis.
More effective learning.

Better development of individual potential.
Diagnosis will be as common as medical doctors, given valid
testing instruments.

Role

//19

-

Prescriptionist

Board Members
Coupled with diagnosticians this could give some more positive
solutions to educational (learning) problems. Again, this
should be stressed in teacher training.

Administrators
Should be the heart of the educational process applied on an
individualized basis.
Some true individualized instruction.
This is a slower developing role (in my opinion)
If it
emerges, children will be helped at their own need level.
.

We’ve had too much of this already.

Prescription with meaning.
Expert in translating diagnosis to practical work for students.
Less failures.

More teachers will have to acquire this skill.
limited to the function of the specialist.

It will not be

.

.
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Role #19 (cont.)

Teachers
Roles Eighteen and Nineteen should be combined
for successful
follow-through

Better diagnosis and programming.
This is the role of the staff teacher now.

More efficient programming.

Better and more fulfilling development of individual need.
Role #20 - Resource Person

Board Members

Release of teachers for group work. Preparation of students
for advanced independent lifetime learning.
Gives more tools for individualized instruction.
This seems to be an individual need to serve for a librarian.

Administrators
Many individuals need to serve in this capacity - teachers
and aides.

This is a "popular role" and easy to develop.
quence will be much visible material.

The conse-

Duplicating skills which master teacher and teacher should
have.

All human resources can be part of the "education."
The community will really come into the school.

Facilitate more creative learning.
I

see as a non-credentialed member of the team.

Another category of paraprof essional

.

.

.
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Role #20 (cont.)

Teachers

Greater opportunity for children to become
involved with
a wider variety of materials and resources
than possible with
a single teacher.
Better education for the individual student.

Increased use of "non— teacher" personnel.
Increased interest of students.
Important to facilitate individualization of instruction.
Less duplication of teacher time and effort, as well as fuland challenging individual student needs.

Role #21 - Listener

Board Members
This would remove this responsibility from all teachers,
counselors, and administrators.

People, particularly students, used to be listened to seriously.
However, it is unlikely that a specialist should be hired for
this task.
This should be an integral part of teacher
training.

Administrators

Non-directive counseling has been around
separate role.

- less

priority as a

This will be a very slow developing role, as it tends to be
less relevant (we think)

A good teacher and the small goup leader should assume this
role

Much more aware of student need (for prescription revealed by
diagnosis)
Others will stop listening.

A competent counsel.
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Role #21 (cont.)

Teachers
Student will feel respected as an individual.
More understanding of the child.
This is the role of the staff teacher and anyone else.

Development of a fuller, more understanding human being
toward his fellow man.
Seems like an unlikely role.
or the confessional.

Appears to replace the couch

Role #22 - Value Clarifier
Board Members
A normal assignment for all teachers would be given special
recognition.

Values need to be consistent with attitudes about self and
others.
Often this is not clear for students.
Such a
person would facilitate this occurring.

Administrators
Many people assume this role.
A very important role, but less visible.
could individualize instruction.

If developed, we

The number of people who can qualify is terribly limited.

Values are to be taught by everyone not just a specialist.
Expert help for teacher and staff in clarifying value conflicts
.

Increased self-awareness.
Teachers
The convergence of values within a community.

More concern with or about the student rather than the subject matter.

.
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Role #22 (cont.)

Understanding the feelings and ideas of others.
Will never exist independently.

Individual attitudes and values toward fellow human
beings.
Role #23 - Livability Expert

Board Members

Students would be helped to live a fuller - richer - life,
but not one of more leisure.

provide education for wholeness of life emphasizing non
academic, experimental learning experiences.

Administrators
Less priority for a separate role.

Important, but not seen as practical in the present system.
If this role develops, the entire educational system will
evolve

Education with a double

-H-!

Provide assistance to students for future planning.

We will have a budget not oriented to P.P.B.S.
Teachers

Increased understanding between child and his world.

Will never exist independently.
More constructive use of leisure time.

Role #24 - Learning Environment Manager

Board Members

Recognition of a role that should be a normal part of all
teaching groups.

Will enable change to occur more easily in schools.

.
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Role

7/24

(cont.)

Administrators
Important for the allocation and utilization of resources.
Much needed in education which is over-structured and inefficient in many of these areas.
Very important, but drastic changes take time.
help revolutionize the present system.

Role would

A combination of master teacher, teacher, and small group
instructor.

A "real" and meaningful way to learn.
Teachers already expected to do this.
I

feel this role is parallel to Role Number Seven, and part

of it

Teachers

Individual needs of the learner could be better met.

would not want to be manipulated.
outcomes??
I

Whose prescribed

Awareness of life and the community.
This is the role of the current staff teacher.
learning.

Better total

More meaningful curriculum for students.

Role

7/25

- Independent Study Facilitator

Board Members

Graduating students better prepared for independent study
during their lifetime.
Will enable small group instruction and learning to be more
effective.
Again, this is probably a good goal, but something that needs
financing.

.

.
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Role #25 (cont.)

Administrators
Many teachers assume this role.
individualized instruction.

Much needed to operationalize

A very valuable role, but a part of more complex roles.
emergence would come when we really specialize.

Its

Resource person who would work in the LRC

A large departure from tradition, which will be a catalyst for
future shock and change.
The IMC becomes the hub of the school.

Will facilitate individualized learning.
Teachers

Greater opportunity for children to become involved in
activities appropriate to their learning needs.
Better quality of education - this is what a media center
person should be.

Self-directive students.
Increased coordination of independent study.
Student needs will be better met.
Could be an adjunct role both in the classroom and LRC.

Role #26 - Community Educational Coordinator
Board Members
Small school would have the same experience as some large city
schools in community resource involvement.

Will make a total community more aware of its role and
resources in learning for all people, not just children or
teenagers
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Role #26 (cont.)

Administrators
Community resources will become school resources with lay
teachers responsible for some phases of the education process.
Would make education more real.
Greater utilization of school facilities.
This role is growing rapidly.
If developed, it would indicate
parents had approved of the major changes in education.

These needs should be understood by all.

Management of human resources can become apparent and used.
The community finally comes into the school.

Closer tie-in with community needs and desires.
Improved understanding between school and community.
State laws and traditions will have to be relaxed.
more relevant education, will result.

Better,

Teachers

Involvement of the community in a continuous learning
education.

Better public relations.

Increased use of community facilities and personnel.
Improved practical applied learning.

Better understanding between adults and students.
meaningful and realistic program for students.

More

Role #27 - Life-Role Counselor

Board Members

Counselors would start earlier and spend more time with
Better life-roles would be chosen.
students.

.
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Role #27 (cont.)

Would be most valuable role as we move into this time when
the average person may be changing vocational roles six
to
eight times.
Why the name change for a counselor's updated responsibility.

Administrators
Probably the most important choice young men make
especially in the high school and college.

-

needed

Present now, but not growing as rapidly toward 50%.
does, industry will have to help.

If it

Assist children in exploring all avenues of vocation available to them.
Joint participation of school and church.

Already covered by other job descriptions.
Better balanced attitudes toward life.
Some teachers can do this as well as counselors.
teacher skills and requirements will result.

Broader

Teachers
Result in an imposition of values on the learner rather than
decision-making by the learner.

More student faith in "the establishment."
Better preparation for life and decisions.
vocational guidance.

Provides needed

Happier adults doing a job they like.

Role #28 - Career Skill Developer
Board Members

Young adults would be productive sooner and have a better
self-image

Would provide a wider variety of vocational training and
opportunities for students.
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Role #28 (cont.)

Administrators
Vocational education is here.
This is basic.
When role is developed education will
be more
relevant to society.
In rapidly changing world, could there
be such a person?

Teachers

Acceptance of what are presently considered "lesser
positions"
in our society.
More interest in and pride for skilled labor.

Understanding the value of skills.
Exists now in vocational teachers.

Role #29 — Placement and Follow-up Coordinator

Board Members
Fewer "chance" placements will be made, individual job satisfaction will increase.

Will insure the value of vocational education by enabling
skilled students to enter a variety of job slots.

Administrators
Would hold schools more accountable for product.

Assist most people in finding their place in the job market.

Realistic evaluation of school tasks carry- through
the system.

.

A test of

For elementary schools, not significant.

Increase possibilities for successful employment after
graduation.
This will link schools and the communities better and provide
relevant job training.
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Role #29 (cont.)

Teachers
It would let us continue to use programs
that are not
relevant to those individuals that are "dumped"
by shifting
the blame to the placement coordinator.

Replace the employment service.

Better students into the public role - good productive
citizens.
Better planned vocational programs in the schools.
Role #30 - Technology Decoder for Students

Board Members
I do

not understand the role.

Criticism of schools for spending for "frills" when students
and teachers could solve such problems.

Administrators

Preparation for future and welcome of the unknown if done with
discretion.
Assistant to students having difficulty in school
tary counselor?

-

an elemen-

It will keep advanced technology from alienating the "people."

Teachers
Better use, understanding, and production of technology.
Never will exist.

Better adjusted individuals.

Role #31 - Personal Counselor

Board Members

More recognition that education is more than academic.

Will deal with the reality that learning is not likely to occur
when personal needs and problems are not being dealt with.

.
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Role #31 (cont.)

Administrators
Personal and emotional development needs will be greater
emphasized in education.

Duplicate effort of Number 28 and Number 29.
Life value system can be partially realized and understanding
of change can occur.

Expert counseling, RE:

drugs.

Students better able to cope with personal problems.

Increased range of services in the area of school-related
personal services.
Teachers

Would provide a vent that could release teacher pressures that
cause the problems.
Result in a more stable school situation.
Help student clarify his world and make his own decisions.

Exists now in almost all schools.

Better adjusted individuals.

Role #32 - Ombudsman
Board Members

Smoother relations, fewer drop-outs, better financial support
from the community.

Would bring improvement in inter-personal relationship and thus
the quality of the people's work in teaching.

Administrators
Administrators already end up with this role.
Prevent misunderstandings, and help influence inter-personal
relationships

.
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Role #32 (cont.)

Teachers
Problems of this nature need to be dealt with
by involved
parties

Communication narrowed.
Exists now - principal.
More community involvement and understanding in the
schools.
Role #33 - Human Affairs Specialist

Board Members

A separate full time positon, would be devoted to evolving
social issues.
Would bring conflict into the open where it might be dealt with.
However, I doubt that many school districts could handle such
conflict.

Administrators
Might make social and political dissent less destructive and
more rational.
Role seems quite remote as a separate role.
as a part of bigger roles.

It is incorporated

A realistic knowledge of issues and solving them or modifying
them!

Better understanding of social issues.
Forums, panels and debates will be as much a part of the day as
lunch.

Teachers
Forced interrelationships will result in a broader gap.

Community pressure and fear.
Communication.
This luxury will never materialize.

More flowing communication and understanding between students
and adults.
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Role #34 - Cultural Coordinator (Physical and
Mental)

Board Members
Society would accept the need to support people with
these
skills.

Would be a step in bridging the gap between various elements
(classes) of our society.

Administrators
Important, but the emphasis and dollars are going elsewhere.

Increased respect for culture and production of culture.
Better understanding and appreciation for the use of leisure
time.

School will become an enjoyable experience and totally integrated with all of education’s processes.

Teachers
Forced interrelationships will result in a broader gap.

Better use of leisure.

Aesthetic uplift.

Role #35 - Media Specialist

Board Members

More media would be used in instruction.

Would enable school districts to make use of the variety of
media resources now available. Poorly used media is a blight
on education.

Administrators
Needed for teaching effectiveness
rapidly with technology.

- area is

changing so

I believe this role will develop
I've revised my thoughts.
It will result in a very
more rapidly and be productive.
visual product.

.
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Role #35 (cont.)

Assist in effective use and control and production of
media.

Proper use of media in teams.

A variety of ways to learning are offered to students through
media specialists.
Better use of multi-media to promote education.

Increased use of media in the instructional phase of education.

Self-directed learning and multi-mode instruction requires an
investment in this role.
Teachers

Development of materials more appropriate for specific learning
situations
Better use of educational technology which will help students.

Maximum use of media in the correct situations.
Much improved learning.
More interesting tools of instruction.

Role #36 - Instructional Technologist (Data Processing Specialist)

Board Members

Public will have accepted the concept and cost of more individualized learning.

Would enable educators to do a better job of individualizing
instruction since computer has resources of great significance.
The cost of computerized program is going to limit its use for
some time.

Administrators
Could open many avenues for self-directed learning with
effective monitoring.
Important, but not a top priority for small districts.
fore, the 50% level will be slow.

There-

).
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Role #36 (cont.

Essential for high quality I.L.S. programs and materials.
Students are programmed and evaluated at their own level of
interest and ability.

Wider application of individualized instruction.
Will free teacher to work individually with students.
Computers and data processing will require the presence of
this service.

Teachers

Provide a greater number of alternatives for the learner to use
in achieving his goals.

Self-directed responsible students.
Better designed media.
Less duplication of teacher time and effort.

Required if self-directed learning strategies are to operate.

Role #37 - Technology Instructor

Board Members

Teachers and public will have accepted the premise that
learning can take place without a credential.

Recognition that credential is no longer guarantee that one
has totally adequate resources for all teaching tasks.
Broaden the experience of students.

Administrators
Specialists in instructional areas - part time resource
people

Will be slow to transfer to 50% of schools unless present
system is completely scrapped and rebuilt.
Free teachers to work with children.

.

.
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Role #37 (cont.)

A proper usage of talent for specific purposes.
at each teacher.

A new look

Wider use of technology.
Obvious
Improved teacher performance in the use of technology.

Teachers
People with real expertise available to the student.
for the various professions through actual contact.

Respect

More concern with subject matter than with students.

Technology used properly in best situations.
Luxury.

Easier decision-making for future careers.

Role #38 - Simulation Expert

Board Members

A full-time expert would be established to supplement the
normal requirements for teaching groups.
Recognition that education which is concrete (experiential)
rather than abstract is more effective in the long run.

Administrators
Case studies - Socratic dialogue in decision-making is a
valuable learning mode.

A good role, but not a great value or high priority. If this
role develops it will indicate we have plenty of money
allocated
More

dramatic teaching that is more relevant for students.

Simulations will become a familiar, well liked learning format.
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Role #38 (cont.)

Teachers

A willingness by the student, to accept a variety of points
of
view and achievements in a given situation.
Better learning.
Better ways to understand the real world.

Role #39 - Continuing Education Leader
Board Members

Public acceptance of life long learning without regard to age.
School would truly be an instrument of the whole community,
not just the children.

Administrators
Very important but community and educators are far apart.
If
or when the role emerges, it will indicate we are together
again.

Educators’ task of preparing people for independent learning
will actually have occurred.

More relevant education for students and community.

Better educated adults.

A greater feeling of community will exist.
Teachers

Greater community support for schools.
Better PR for schools.

Increased use of community.
Luxury.
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Role #40 - School/Community Liaison

Board Members

Better emotional and financial support for schools, and
more
school responsiveness to community needs.

School-Community public relations is a vital link in educational success for community.
Administrators
Not as a separate role - PR is important, but administrators
do this already.

This role will develop faster than Number Thirty-nine and tells
us we are on the way to Number Thirty-nine.

An informed community is usually an understanding community.
We can exemplify what we say we believe!
The taxpayer will be more aware of how his money is being
spent.

Duplicates elements of the jobs listed below: Number Fourteen,
Number Fifteen, Number Eighteen, Number Twenty-two, Number
Twenty-four, Number Twenty-six, Number Twenty-eight Number
Twenty-nine, and Number Thirty- two.
,

Bridges gap between school and the community.

Teachers

Another ignored position.
Role could be called Superintendent.
The school open to the world.

Now exists in principal.
Help in community and school working together.
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Role #41 - Lay Teacher

Board Members

Children will be better able to learn from all the world
about them, without "teacher" labels.

Community will have a better sense of ownership of its schools;
less isolationism will exist.

Administrators
Great for bringing talented resources into the school domain.
If this develops, it will show us technical skills are
relevant and the "trades" are willing to help educate.

Improved vocational training.

A feeling of need and respect for all who teach.
More relevance between school curriculum and the working
world.
Keeps students current re: professions and crafts.

Utilization of skilled people in the community.
Relaxed laws and rigidities.

Improved community relationship.

Teachers
Develop respect for the people who do the work of the community.

Better coordination between school and job.
Educating the total child.

Better school use of community resources.

Happier adults in their careers.
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Role #42 - Research and Evaluation Specialist

Board Members

Districts will get better guidance internally.
Change, which is positive, could come more quickly if such
proof was available to school districts and boards.

Administrators
Needed - inadequate university and college expertise at the
local school level.
The role is good, but progress is slow.
Can predict and measure, not just talk about it!

Brings current research to bear at the school level.
P.P.B.S. and the general push toward accountability will force
schools to present "hard data".

Teachers

Greater support for experimentation in the schools.
Every business that wants to advance needs research.

Accountability.

Accurate and well coordinated evaluation.
Needed to verify innovative instructional strategies.

Role #43 - System Specialist

Board Members

Will help to give the teaching staff more ownership of their
Improved teacher morale.
work and time.
Clear definitions of line-staff relationship in educational
operation.

Administrators
Very important and would help develop other roles, but it is
If or when it develops real individualization will result.
slow.

Systems approach can exist in truth, not fiction.

.

.
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Role #43 (cont.)

Assist schools to plan for increasingly complex educational
system.
More efficient educational system.

Increased accountability.
Teachers

Development of more meaningful situations for children.
Better run programs, since they will be started at the grass
roots level.

Complexity of educational design planned by experts.
More skilled and professional teachers.

Create systematic approaches to learning.

Role

//

44 - Evaluation Technimator

Board Members

Commercial sources unable to provide for local school district
needs

Will give data to show both positive and negative aspects of
educational program, through facilitating change in education.
Administrators
Important for monitoring individualized instruction and a
"continuous progress curriculum".

A role that is present now.

However, the 50% level is far off.

Provides staff with technical skill to aid in analysis of test
results
Consulting firms will do this for us.

Teachers
A continuous monitoring of student's progress.
tate decision-making relative to program.

More efficient testing.

Would facili-

.

.
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Role

//

44 (cont.)

More individual attention.
Stress accountability in education.

A must for instant feedback learning systems.

Role #45 - Methods Consultant

Board Members
Senior and master teachers need a full time district expert for
assistance in methods.

Will keep the classroom teacher in touch with change in
education; will affirm what is effective, and challenge what is
not.

Administrators
Already present in schools.
work.

Needed for continuing in-service

When developed, it will show us we really know what we are
doing.

Duplicate of Learning Theorist.
Bridge the gap between theory and practice.

Improvement of instruction will be
teachers

a

constant thing with all

Analyzes techniques of teaching and suggest needed changes.
Obvious
This role appears to be an outsider.
of questionable value.
By outsider,

I think it will be
mean, not a teacher.

If so,
I

Teachers

A greater sensitivity to the effects of teacher behavior.
Better education for students.
Best use of school time, materials, and personnel.

.
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Role #45 (cont.)

Improved methods.
Better education for students, and more self-satisfaction for
teachers

Role #46 - Process Consultant

Board Members

Demonstrated inability of teaching groups to recognize interpersonal relationship problems and their solution.
Recognition that the process going on between people may get
in the way of their achieving their stated goals and objectives.
This is what we pay consultants for now.

Administrators
Very important for cooperative task groups - teachers so often
are unaccustomed to working with colleagues.
A good role, but perhaps too much for education.

Teaming can be enhanced.
Improves relationships between students and teachers.
Again, it appears to be someone outside the inner team.
"consultants" have been ineffective in the past.

Such

Teachers

Greater interpersonal relationships between teacher and
learner.
Teachers and students may have a better understanding of self
and others.

Understanding of group dynamics.

APPENDIX G

POSSIBLE FUTURE ROLES FOR EDUCATORS
DERIVED FROM A CONTEXTUAL MAPPING STUDY
BY PERRY E. ROSOVE (1968)
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APPENDIX

POSSIBLE FUTURE ROLES FOR EDUCATORS DERIVED FROM A
CONTEXTUAL MAPPING STUDY BY PERRY E. ROSOVE (1968)

1)

Problem Formulators - Those who identify and define relevant
research and other types of problems for advanced learners to
attack either as individuals or in groups.

2)

Group Leaders - Those who conduct learning games, simulations,
sensitivity sessions, confrontation groups, interdisciplinary
learning and problem solving sessions, etc.

3)

Administrators in Education - Those educators trained comparably
to the highest levels in industry and government.

4)

Simulation and Gaming Designers and Developers — Those who create
various types of simulation and games used for educational purposes
.

5)

Simulation and Gaming Operators - Those who run various types of
educational simulations and games.

6)

Professors of Values - Those professors whose primary concern is
integration and transmission of new values.

7)

Special Managers and Supervisors - Those who manage and supervise
schools for treatment and rehabilitation of school-age drug
addicts

8)

Special Managers and Supervisors - Those who manage and supervise
schools for delinquents, dropouts, runaways, etc.

9)

Designers of curricula and educational programs for special
schools

10)

Special Instructors - Those teachers with unique training who
work in special schools; focus is on human relations, not subject
matter

11)

Special Managers and Supervisors - Those who manage and supervise
schools for pregnant students.

12)

Mores Coordinators - Those who work with students and parents to
attempt consensus regarding sex education, birth control, dress,
etc

.
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13)

S£eclal Counselors - Those who advise youth
on sexual behavior
and problems of early marriage.

1.4)

Group L eaders - Those who lead seminars and
group discussions on
sexual behavior, birth control, marriage and the
family,
venereal disease, juvenile delinquency, etc.

15)

One-to-one Tutors - Those with special qualifications who
assist
in the education and guidance of unique learners
at opposite ends
of the spectrum - the unusually disadvantaged and the
unusually
gifted.

16)

High Performance Educators - Those highly qualified teachers
trained specifically to facilitate learning processes among the
disadvantaged in urban ghetto environments.

17)

Spanners - Those who bridge gaps between generations, administrators and students, teachers and students, higher and lower
classmen, more advanced and less advanced learners, etc.

18)

Unc reden tialed Teachers — Those who have had approved collegelevel training adequate to provide learning environments and
processes for the disadvantaged in urban ghetto environments.

19)

College Student Assistants - Those college students who will be
paid minimal salaries to work in urban ghetto environments with
high school level or younger students who require compensatory
programs

20)

Vocational Training- Career Spanners - Those who assist vocational
education students bridge the gap between education and work.

21)

Supervisor /Trainer - Those who provide both supervision and
training for young people in on-the-job learning situations.

22)

Psychiatric Aides - Those personnel trained in psychiatry or
clinical psychology who assist educators with pupils suffering
from psychological obstacles to learning.

23)

The Educational Futurist - One who systematically explores the
implications of the future for educational purposes.

24)

Education Architects - Those who design the facilities, plants,
edifices, etc., in which individual, group, and community-wide
educational experiences can occur.

25)

Technical Assistants - Those who assist in the learning process
by providing specialized knowledge in the use of equipment which
conveys information, such as audiovisual aids, filmstrips, programmed instruction, etc.

.
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26)

Goals Formulators and Coordinators

27)

Co mmunity Representatives - Those persons chosen
by the local
community to represent the community in meetings and
conferences
with local educators.

28)

Community Education Coordinators - Those who coordinate, plan,
and manage multiple and diverse educational programs serving
a
community in the local school or learning environment.

29)

Program Evaluators - Those who evaluate non-formal, work-oriented,
or community activities for their contributions to a student's
educational goals and educational standing (accreditation)

80)

Community Curriculum Designers — Those who develop on-the-job,
community action, apprenticeship, and other types of learning
experiences which occur outside of formal educational institutions
.

31)

Credentials Experts - Those who have the training and official
authority to translate wide varieties of work and learning
experiences into formally acceptable criteria for individual
progression, award of certificates, graduation, etc.

32)

Master Teachers - Those highly qualified educators who lead
teaching teams and supervise uncredentialed teachers, assistant
teachers, student teachers, technical assistants, etc.

33)

Student Teachers - Those students acquiring a baccalaureate
degree with the goal of becoming professional teachers who assist
the learning process under the direction of professionals.
(Note
this role is not limited to a "teacher's college" - any liberal
arts student would be eligible.)

34)

Contracts Administrators - Those who manage, monitor and evaluate
educational subcontracts under the management of private industry

35)

Industrial Educators - Those who perform the counterpart role of
the professional educator in the environment of private industry
or not-for-profit environments.

36)

Leisure-time Planners - Those who plan avocational education
programs

37)

Leisure-time Teachers - Those who provide instruction in avocational education programs.

38)

Financial Planners - Those trained in finance and education who
allocate millions of dollars for educational research, systems,
programs, etc.

-

.
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Financial Co ordinators - Those educators trained in
finance who
have the responsibility to work out educational financing
with
financial representatives at appropriate public levels,
such as
the community, city, state, etc.
Financial Managers - Those educators professionally trained
in
finance who serve as staff members to educational administrators
at all educational levels and in all types of communities

Educational Modelers - Those educators responsible for developing
mathematical models of the total educational system.
42)

Cultural Quality Educators - Those educators responsible for
determining the criteria of "cultural quality" for relevance to
development of pertinent educational programs.

43)

Human Resources P lanners - Those who design educational programs
to maximize the human capital of the nation in line with national
goals

44)

Educational Data Archivists - 1) Those archivists who determine
which data should be collected; 2) those archivists who collect
the data; 3) those archivists who maintain the data archives and
retrieve the data on request.

45)

Cultural Quality P la n ners - Those who design educational programs
for maximum cultural quality.

46)

System Designers - Those who design and develop man- job/task
matching, computerized systems.

47)

Multilingual Educational Administrators and Managers - Those who
will act as advisors to their counterparts in foreign cultures.

48)

Education/ Job /Task Consultants - Those who assist learners at all
levels and in all aspects of the educational network to bridge the
gap between learning phases and job/task phases.

49)

Long-range Planners - Those familiar with systems analysis, mathematical models, and use of computers.

50)

Tour Leaders - Those who plan tours and lead learners at all educational levels in visits to field sites (worldwide) relevant to
various learning purposes.

51)

Transportation Managers - Those who design and operate the transportation networks linking people, facilities, and places in the
learning process.

52)

Designers and maintainers of universal language machines.

.
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53)

Multilingual translators (human beings)

54)

Multilingual group discussion and seminar leaders.

55)

Cr^ss Cultural Educators - Those educators
from elementary to
university levels capable of participating in learning
processes with pupils from foreign cultures, with
different
languages, and widely varying interests and backgrounds.

56)

World Professors - Those educators and professionals
of outstanding repute who serve no single institution, but
who provide regular inputs to worldwide educational
dissemination
networks

57)

Grants Monitors - Those who select, monitor, and evaluate
educators conducting research, teaching, counseling and
guidance on non-local or distributed university or college
level assignments.

58)

Grants Planners — Those who plan needed professorial services
worldwide and who administer necessary funding.

59)

Futurists - Those who systematically study the future on a fulltime basis.

60)

The Change Agent - Those responsible in educational institutions
for the introduction of innovations.

61)

Translators or Interlocutors - Those who bridge the gap between
scientists and non-scientists with a need to know, such as legislators, managers, teachers, administrators, and the public.

62)

Demonstration Educators - Those teachers who demonstrate the use
of new teaching methods and new subject matter to other educators.

63)

Curricula Planners and Maintainers - Those who plan for changes in
curricula and the development of new curricula in accordance with
developments in science and the shifting content of occupations.

64)

Counselors for Educators - Those who provide guidance regarding
educators’ needs for in-service training and reeducation.

65)

Science and Technology Educators - Those who provide training in
current knowledge for in-service teachers.

66)

Curricula Schedulers - Those who delete obsolete curricula and
introduce new curricula into the educational system.

.
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67)

Science and Technology Advisors - Those scientists and
technologists who provide guidance for in-service teachers on the
need for new knowledge acquisition.

68)

Vocational Education Planners - Those responsible to plan for
and to modify vocational education curricula in accordance with
changing job patterns and emergence of new types of careers.

69)

Counselors for Non-educators - Those who provide guidance to
working adults regarding needs for retraining and reeducation.

70)

System Operators - Those who operate computerized man-job
matching systems.

71)

Educational Psychopharmacologists - Those who administer drugs
to facilitate the learning process.

72)

Talent Identifiers - Those who identify and counsel highly
gifted learners for educational programs at the elite level.

73)

Symbol Use Designers - Those who design individualized types of
instruction in area of symbol manipulation.

74)

Symbol Use Educators - Those who provide expert instruction in
symbol manipulation.

75)

National Educational Planners and Coordinators - Those who plan
and coordinate educational services for multiple users at local
levels

76)

Coordinators of local, state, and national planning regarding
linking of educational institutions and systems networks.

77)

Communications Managers - Those who design and operate the communications networks linking people, facilities, and places in
the learning process.

78)

National Educators - Those who create and operate nationally
sponsored educational programs.

79)

National Education Evaluators - Those who develop evaluation
criteria for local educational systems and individuals.

80)

Information Scient ists - Those who serve as specialized staff
assistants at all levels of educational administration.

81)

Information System and Data Base Designers - Those who create
the computer-based libraries, memory banks, data bases, data
retrieval systems.

.
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Electronics Experts - Those who install, operate, and maintain
electronic equipment in education.
83)

Abstractors and Indexers - Those who monitor professional and
scientific journals and publications for appropriate updating of
data/model/computer program bases.

84)

Library Managers and Operators - Those who manage and operate
computer-based library network and data retrieval systems.

83)

Long-range P lanners - Those who systematically interpret the work
of educational futurists into plans with a 20 year time span.

86)

Short-term P lanners - Those who systematically translate longrange plans into educational programs with a 10 year time span.

87)

Educational Administrators - Those who systematically translate
10 year plans into operational plans.

88)

Managers - Those who manage the facilities producing materials
for educational purposes, both hardware and software.

89)

Credentials Evaluators - Those who certify creators of special
educational media: T.V., films, tapes, etc.

90)

Special Curricula Designers - Those who prepare subject matter in
the form appropriate for media such as computer programmed instruction, T.V.
etc.
,

91)

Computer Programmers - Those who translate basic curricula into
programs for computer-assisted instruction (CAI)

92)

Acceleration Instructors - Those who use special techniques to
accelerate learning rates.

93)

Instructors for Infants - Those who provide instruction for the
one to five year old age group.

94)

Psychopharmacologists - Those who administer the use of drugs in
education

95)

New Philosophers of Education Those philosophers who accomplish
a rapprochement between humanism and the new technology of
education.

96)

Information System Specialists - Those who train educators in
use of information system technology.

97)

Information System Educators - Those who provide learners with
guidance in use of CAI, computerized data bases and in. ormation
retrieval systems.

98)

Researchers concerned with the learning process.

